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METHODOLOGY GUIDE FOR  

NON- FORMAL LEARNING FOR YOUTH 

1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Introduction to non-formal guide 

 

This guide to non-formal learning is framed within the European project Erasmus + Europe in               

Love funded by the European Union and has developed over the 2015-2017 school years. Six               

associated countries have taken part in it and as non-formal outcome we have the realization of                

a short film, a parallel Etwinning project and some other activities for youth which we will                

develop in the guide. 

 

Non-formal learning is that which is not       

regulated and usually develops outside     

the classroom to supplement the     

teaching-learning process. Non-formal   

education is a kind of education that       

will gather all the processes and practice which involve a heterogeneous social group, but              

whose institutional structure is not certified by any school cycles. However it has an educational               

purpose and planning of teaching -learning but this will happen outside school. 
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1.2. Introduction to the general topic of the project 

 

The general topic and leitmotif of our project is shown in the title: Europe in Love.  

 

Love is the thread and link between people and between peoples. Love is the engine which                

drives and guides our lives. It is everywhere and there are many ways to love, all of them valid.                   

Love has no boundaries, knows no language nor has any age. 

 

But our main objective in     

this project was to    

emphasize the idea of a     

united Europe, where we    

are all siblings, equal,    

participatory, generous and   

caring, which should be    

done with love, or will be      

impossible. And for this we     

must know Europe’s roots,    

examples, shapes, signs   

and essence. Perhaps   

then we might discover that the only thing which will never disunite Europeans, which has               

always been present and has been the only guide and hope of the people in the worst moments                  

of the recent history of Europe, has been, is and will be true love, giving without expecting                 

anything in return. 

 

Europe and Europeanism need to look for strong and common references to cement their              

existence and ensure the progression of their bonding process. We do not want an educational               

project carried out by students, the near future of our continent, addressing political issues that               

could lead to the paths of dissension. We have sought a main theme, a common thread, which                 
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everyone knows and feels, a bit away from practice and rationalist currents, which appeals to               

the feelings and the heart. And occasionally, following the heart is very positive. 

 

1.3  Introduction to specific topics. 

Europe in Love is an Erasmus + project that took place between the 2015-2017 school years                

within the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Finland and             

Slovakia). The main topic of the project is Love, a universal value, a concept valid for all                 

countries and places in the world and especially the European Union. 
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It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special study, an                   

attempt to convey it specifically as the engine of our lives, as the only concept that should                 

prevail if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to survive and be real,                     

we must reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century and walk hand in hand as                   

siblings in this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st century be the century of love and we                    

will be able to remain united to progress. And that idea is what we intended to transmit with                  

these activities across the continent. We intended to develop a material that can be used by                

instructors and teachers from all countries, for all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all                 

youngsters in Europe. 

 

For their elaboration and programming we based on the multiple intelligences of Howard             

Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the students must             

acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the different ministries of             

education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to create activities based on                 

them, that were complete and attractive for students, for different educational levels and             

subjects. 

 

We wanted to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together and                  

move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 

 

But the word Love is     

unique, although it   

has many meanings.   

We have resorted to    

the cradle of our    

civilization, to ancient   

Greece to try to    

define its typology.   

They did not have a     

single word to define    

this feeling as we    

have the word Love. They had different words depending on their typology. We have chosen six                
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of them, to try to transmit love in all its variety and            

magnitude: agape or love for our neighbor, eros        
or passionate love, philautia or self love, pragma        
or mature love, ludus or flirtation and philia or         

friendship. We have dedicated some activities to       

each of them. That is the objective of this work, to           

make available to the entire European      

educational community, in case it may prove       

useful, the universal value of love that will guide         

us together towards a better future. 

 

 

 

1.3.1. EROS (passionate love) 

 

Eros is irrational love. It is passion and desire, madness, the love that sometimes makes people                

lose control if they let themselves go. It is usually the first phase of love or infatuation, the most                   

obsessive and the most pure and intense. For passionate love you would be willing to perform                

any feat, anything. Everything is possible for a person in love: to            

achieve all goals, to fight for any ideal, to cross the limits of the rational.               

Passion is what has made the world progress. 

 

  

The European Union needs to be passionate about the idea of unity.            

And for them, this typology of love is absolutely necessary to try to get              

us moving forward without losing heart, believing with intensity and          

passion in the idea that together things will go much better. 
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1.3.2. PHILIA (friendship) 

 

Philia is friendship, loyalty, fidelity. All human beings need someone to trust, friends to share               

their joys and sorrows, friends who can be counted on to overcome difficulties and enjoy and                

share achievements and progress. It is the lasting basis of the advance of the whole community,                

which is necessary, which we must strengthen and value in its right measure. 

 

Friendship between the member countries and among the students          

makes us much more united. Creating lasting bonds of friendship          

through the Erasmus + project like this, we have the students to            

consider the members of other countries as friends and siblings, who           

they exchange experiences, joys and difficulties with. Encouraging        

friendship between our young people, we are convinced that in the           

future there will be solid links between the new generations that will            

lead the European Union. It will be our contribution to a time in which              

the European will favour their relations of friendship to their particular           

interests. 

 

1.3.3. LUDUS (flirting) 

 

Ludus is playful love, flirting. Sometimes flirting is intentional: seeking a           

partner, acceptance by others, social integration through the display of          

our own skills and characteristics. And at other times it is an innocent             

flirtation, which simply pretends to reaffirm its own characteristics. Loving          

others always reaffirms personality and makes people happy. And it can           

be done through dancing, grooming and the care of personal image           

(following fashion or the implementation of a style of our own), personal            

relationships, smiles, looks or impressions we cause to others. 
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Each of the member countries of the European Union are unique and we have our own                

characteristics that make us unique and attractive. Showing the best of each one of us makes                

the rest of the people around us appreciate the best of each one of us. And for that, we have to                     

show the best that we have without ambiguity nor hindrance, without fears. We are beautiful and                

special. Others will accept us as we are if we are able to show the best of each one of us. 

 

1.3.4. AGAPE (love for the others) 

 

Agape is selfless love, love to our neighbour. It is about being an example without intending to                 

be so, giving without expecting anything in return. It is universal goodness, generosity without              

retroactivity, the point of departure to the internal language regardless of origin, belief or political               

affinity. It is to love in the       

purest form that exists,    

especially to those who need     

it most. It is a vital mission       

that is to surrender, to be      

supportive when you are    

most needed, to go to them      

when you are required and     

also when you see others suffer even if they do not claim you. It is charity well understood, not                   

as alms, but as a vital approach, surrender to the poor, sick, sad, disabled, refugees, children                

and the elderly ... To those who need it most. Just because it is just and necessary, because we                   

feel better, trying to be happy looking for the happiness of others or at least, trying to make them                   

suffer less and improve their living conditions. 

 

Unfortunately in Europe we face many problems of all kinds: poverty,            

violence, need, crisis, unemployment, immigration, despair, loneliness,       

injustice ... If we teach our students that through agape, we can alleviate             
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the pains of those who suffer. Laying the foundations of a better, more supportive, more just                

world, in which we are all brothers and sisters. Is not this the essence for which the European                  

Union was created, to be united and help each other when we need it most? 

 

 

1.3.5. PRAGMA (mature love) 

 

Pragma is prolonged love in time, mature love, solid, assimilated, clear and pure, firm, faithful               

and constant. Despite the difficulties, the pros and cons it is the acceptance of our own defects                 

and others’ , the consideration that we all have a positive part and that we should favour it. It is                    

the understanding of the others in a reasoned way. It is the search for a united vital path, of joint                    

reason, of justice, of peace. Because all these things are good for all and we know that. Our                  

present Western world is mounted on the pillars of reason. And it is feelings what demonstrates                

the maturity of the human being. It is therefore a reasoned and reasonable love. 

 

For Europe it is fundamental. We have logically and reasonably come to             

the conclusion that together we will advance farther than separately, that           

it is in our best interest for everyone to walk hand in hand, in a mature                

and coherent way, in a balanced and participative way. Let us love our             

ideologies, respect our differences, because through dialogue and        

negotiation, through the use of reason, we will be able to create a world              

in which we all have room, more just and more egalitarian, in which we              

can show our progress and raise our future challenges. Let's be pragmatic. 

 

 

 

1.3.6. PHILAUTIA (love for oneself) 
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Philautia is the love for oneself. In order to love others we must begin with ourselves. If we                  

respect ourselves, we will be respected. Philautia is to give importance to the self, to               

individualism, which is also necessary. There are two types of philautia, just and necessary              

self-esteem that improves us, which pretends that we are good inside to be able to be well on                  

the outside and where this goal is sought through fashion, hobbies, sport, seeking the inner               

balance through food, healthy habits or our leisure activities. And the other type is the one we                 

must correct, the one that borders on narcissism, which sometimes makes us put the self               

beyond the reasonable: excessive fame, pride, cult for the body, self-obsession, personal            

fortune, selfishness…, defects which we must fight against. 

 

In Europe we must respect the love for oneself and for our country.             

Because it is necessary that we value ourselves positively, but without           

exceeding, without falling into chauvinism or ultra nationalism which can          

lead to separation and rupture. And that is one of the main dangers of              

the Union. Let us teach this feeling correctly and avoid greater evils that             

are coming, which have already been established. We have a great           

opportunity to transmit to the European teenagers what is reasonable          

and what is exaggerated and can lead to disaster. 
 

1.4 Project Objectives 

 

● Collect: create in the Etwinning project a series of material and documentation on             

European heritage related to the topic in the past and present: legends, movies, music,              

places, traditions, customs, poems, etc. 

● Think: analyze, catalogue, classify and organize the material collected drawing          

conclusions that help us in the next stages. 
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● Produce: develop formal teaching materials and non-formal, related to the topic and            

share them, so that a new vision on the concept of citizenship and belonging to the                

European Union may be offered to teachers and students across Europe. 

● Propose: we want to contribute to build a better future for all, focusing on a work of wide                  

open work among students as it is the realization of a project of such magnitude and                

characteristics. 

● Create: create an eTwinning project and blog provided by the platform called            

Twinspace, where our advances in materials collecting and new ones are made public .              

It is the window through which we can look and be looked at and known, through which                 

observers might  want to join us. 

 

 

1.5 Introduction to the methodology 

For the development and programming of the non-formal activities/lessons we have relied on             

Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligences and their application to the basic educational skills that             

youth should acquire, as indicated in European educational laws through the various ministries             

of education in all partner countries in this project. Our goal was to create activities based on                 

them which may be complete and attractive to youngsters from different educational levels and              

ages outside  -and  inside- the classroom. 

The vehicular language of this project is English, but we also welcomed other official languages               

of the member countries of the European Union either they are participating in the project or not.  
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New technologies had a fundamental role in the project. We used Internet as the              

communication channel between countries. We showed and learned how to use many computer             

programs, software, social networking sites, content management platforms, databases, digital          

media, video, image, sound, etc. 

 

Plastic, visual, performing and musical     

arts were an important part for the final        

representation of the results as well. We       

also worked with dedication and     

commitment, especially in the execution     

of our short film. 

 

 

1.5.1. Howard Gardner’s multiple intelligences 

Howard Gardner of Harvard has identified seven distinct intelligences. This theory has emerged             

from recent cognitive research and "documents the extent to which students possess different             

kinds of minds and therefore learn, remember, perform, and understand in different ways,"             

according to Gardner (1991). According to this theory, "we are all able to know the world                

through language, logical-mathematical analysis, spatial representation, musical thinking, the         

use of the body to solve problems or to make things, an understanding of other individuals, and                 

an understanding of ourselves. Where individuals differ is in the strength of these intelligences -               

the so-called profile of intelligences -and in the ways in which such intelligences are invoked               

and combined to carry out different tasks, solve diverse problems, and progress in various              

domains." 

Gardner says that these differences "challenge an educational system that assumes that            

everyone can learn the same materials in the same way and that a uniform, universal measure                

suffices to test student learning. Indeed, as currently constituted, our educational system is             

heavily biased toward linguistic modes of instruction and assessment and, to a somewhat lesser              

degree, toward logical-quantitative modes as well." Gardner argues that "a contrasting set of             
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assumptions is more likely to be educationally effective. Students learn in ways that are              

identifiably distinctive. The broad spectrum of students - and perhaps the society as a whole -                

would be better served if disciplines could be presented in a numbers of ways and learning                

could be assessed through a variety of means." The learning styles are as follows: 

Visual-Spatial - think in terms of physical space, as do architects and sailors. Very aware of                

their environments. They like to draw, do jigsaw puzzles, read maps, daydream. They can be               

taught through drawings, verbal and physical imagery. Tools include models, graphics, charts,            

photographs, drawings, 3-D modeling, video, videoconferencing, television, multimedia, texts         

with pictures/charts/graphs. 

Bodily-kinesthetic - use the body effectively, like a dancer or a surgeon. Keen sense of body                

awareness. They like movement, making things, touching. They communicate well through body            

language and be taught through physical activity, hands-on learning, acting out, role playing.             

Tools include equipment and real objects. 

Musical - show sensitivity to rhythm and sound. They love music, but they are also sensitive to                 

sounds in their environments. They may study better with music in the background. They can be                

taught by turning lessons into lyrics, speaking rhythmically, tapping out time. Tools include             

musical instruments, music, radio, stereo, CD-ROM, multimedia. 

Interpersonal - understanding, interacting with others. These students learn through          

interaction. They have many friends, empathy for others, street smarts. They can be taught              

through group activities, seminars, dialogues. Tools include the telephone, audio conferencing,           

time and attention from the instructor, video conferencing, writing, computer conferencing,           

E-mail. 

Intrapersonal - understanding one's own interests, goals. These learners tend to shy away             

from others. They're in tune with their inner feelings; they have wisdom, intuition and motivation,               

as well as a strong will, confidence and opinions. They can be taught through independent study                

and introspection. Tools include books, creative materials, diaries, privacy and time. They are             

the most independent of the learners. 

Linguistic - using words effectively. These learners have highly developed auditory skills and             

often think in words. They like reading, playing word games, making up poetry or stories. They                

can be taught by encouraging them to say and see words, read books together. Tools include                

computers, games, multimedia, books, tape recorders, and lecture. 
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Logical -Mathematical - reasoning, calculating. Think conceptually, abstractly and are able to            

see and explore patterns and relationships. They like to experiment, solve puzzles, ask cosmic              

questions. They can be taught through logic games, investigations, mysteries. They need to             

learn and form concepts before they can deal with details. 

 

from "The Distance Learning Technology Resource Guide," by Carla Lane 
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1.6 Working phases 

 

Retrieving the essence of the project is none other than love, we made a series of tasks that                  

broadly followed these parameters: 

● Creation of a parallel Etwinning project of the same name in which we included: 

○ Collection of testimonies of all kinds relating to the topic of European nature             

exclusively: songs, videos, poems, films, documentaries, legends, images,        

pictures, literary works, small plays and countless artistic related expressions.  

○ Cataloging the type of love through its multiple expressions: couple love,           

parent-child love, friendship, love for our neighbor, spiritual love, love for things,            

love traditions and as many as arise. 

● Preparation and execution of a short film as one of the final results of the project. The                 

intention was to develop a short film starring all the students participating in the project               

which will be recorded in all the mobilities to the          

associated countries. We showed our artistic skills in        

it using the digital media at our disposal. A short film           

which we firmly believe is a great idea that helped us           

to know and strengthen the bonds of friendship and         

unity among students and teachers involved, as       

experience has shown. Furthermore, we elaborated      

an original soundtrack for the film. The final premiere         

of the film was held in the coordinating country. For the other participating students from               

other countries, the premiere was streamed on Internet simultaneously for all, with live             

videoconference connections with every country. 

 

● Development of training materials, respecting and based on multiple intelligences and           

skills which can be used in non-formal and formal learning in different educational             

contexts but also in various subjects or tutorial action plans deemed appropriate. 
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2- NON-FORMAL LEARNING OUTCOME (O2) 
 

There are three main objectives of our work in the non-formal learning: the short film and the                 

parallel project in Etwinning.  

 

2.1 The short film  

 

Link to the final outcome of the short film: http://www.pjoeurope.com 
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2.1.1. Justification 

The short film Europe in Love was one of the final results of the project and the main element of                    

work done during the mobilities between students and participating students. One of the three              

pillars of our project and the flag with which we wanted to show our theme to the rest of the                    

school community in Europe. In short, students were the main protagonists from its genesis to               

its release. They participated in the development of scripts, production, edition, in the assembly,              

were the stars and protagonists. In addition, they used cameras, provided ideas and felt as their                

own from the first minute, showing an interest and an absolute implication being tremendously              

proud of the final result achieved. 

 

2.1.2. Participants in the project  

A total of 25 students from each of the six countries were involved in the project and we tried to                    

get everyone to appear in the film.  
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2.1.3. Structuring.  

The short film was structured in three parts: 

 

2.1.3.1. Audiovisual introduction: 

Created and designed by the students, in which we have shown the title, the              

participating schools and the main characteristic elements of each of the participating            

countries. Its duration was about one minute and offered a selection of performed             

activities and sharings during exchanges and through Etwinning. 

 

 

2.1.3.2. Compartmentalization: 

Division in six chapters of two minutes each with a different topic but all linked together                

by the common theme vehicle that was love. Each country showed in its part a               

representation of their kind of love using all kinds of artistic expressions framed in the               

most significant landmarks and monuments of each country. Thus, it shows the most             

significant of every culture and city or town in which we were living together for a week.                 

Each country conducted a screenplay based on the premise that the greatest possible             
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number of students who participated in the mobility could star in the short. Integrating              

and involving everyone was our main goal. In addition, the script was alive and we               

received continuous student contributions, suggestions and all       

the collaboration, expressed enthusiastically. Each scene was       

proposed, debated and modified just before its completion. We         

had the basic idea, but it was actually a living product that was             

much more spontaneous, participatory and dynamic. We       

rehearsed the basis of our future actions and used the media           

and communication through Internet among our students for        

video choreography and certain scenes. To make this basic         

script we performed different activities in our usual means of          

communication, Etwinning, which will be explained below.  

 

 

2.1.3.3. Final shot.  

Opening song, final song and conclusion. With images recorded while visiting and            

experiences of all mobilities, we used a song composed, played and sung by all              

participating students. We included an audiovisual farewell and showed the general idea            

of unity, love and    

coexistence of the project.    

A plural assembly, where all     

countries and participants   

involved and it was the     

topping of the film. To     

compose the music and    

lyrics of the song we made      

students partakers who   

contributed with their ideas, verses and chorus. They ended up feeling like it was theirs,               

as it  was indeed. 
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2.1.4. Conclusion  

The short film has been our vehicle to meet and work together, final product, our leitmotif, the                 

message we wanted to convey to the world about the virtues of love as a vehicle that unites us                   

all beyond our physical differences, geographical, ideological , racial or linguistic. And a product              

in which we all have participated, have felt protagonists, actors and creators, the reason for its                

inspiration and motivation. A product that makes them feel proud to be part of this project and                 

the message it conveys. We have given the opportunity to express through the visual arts and                

to transmit a message of unity, basic objective of the Erasmus + project and the European                

Union. Together we are better and if we make up our main engine of love, nothing can go                  

wrong, it will all have a solution. 

 

But also the fact of recording a short film together has served to bring many hours of                 

conviviality and good vibes, to spark their imagination and creativity to tour Europe in company               

and fraternity, to come closer and know how to create an indivisible and imperishable link only                

joint projects are able to achieve. We have shown in every country in Europe where we have                 

been that we are an example of coexistence and teamwork and that if everyone were like we                 

have been, brothers and sisters who love and respect each other, success is assured in any of                 

the objectives our Union arises. 

 

 

2.2. Etwinning 

 

The Etwinning tool offered by the      

European Union is fantastic for     

conducting a collaborative project    

between European centers and it was      

foolish not to use it to our benefit and         

that of the project. From the beginning       

we were connoisseurs of their virtues      
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and possibilities due to our previous experience in other European projects such as Comenius.              

And we decided to make it our main meeting place for working between students and teachers,                

the platform on which we gradually introduced all kinds of activities, shared our photos, videos,               

experiences, conversations, etc.  

 

2.2.1. Creation 

We created the project in parallel to Erasmus +, introduced all participating students and              

by proposing activities by teachers and students of all nationalities we made progress in              

the project creation and transmission of its fundamental values.  

 

2.2.2. Contact between students 

Furthermore, we encouraged contact, use of vehicular language, self knowledge,          

deepening on specific issues related to the project, etc. 
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2.2.3. Results 

We've got the seal of Spanish national quality project and to get this, the project must                

meet a number of requirements that it seems to have achieved and for which we have                

granted such recognition, essential requirement to apply for the European quality label.  

 

2.2.4.Content and activities 

There have been many non-formal activities      

carried within two years of the project. From        

teaching eminently non-formal units, for their      

methodological proposals and their    

implementation outside the classroom to the      

many activities in Etwinning to introduce the       

theme of the project, facilitate prior knowledge of        

the students find their tastes and concerns,       

involve them and collect their proposals, collect       

and evaluate their experiences and lessons      

drawn in the mobilities, etc. More than 20        

activities have been proposed in TwinSpace and       

more than 100 students who have participated in        

them over the Internet. 

Knowledge and outreach activities of the      

participants, information search, creation of     

multimedia products, artistic expression,    

collaborative and up to 22 proposals related to the theme of the project can be found at                 

the following link activities:  

https: // TwinSpace .etwinning.net / 15663 / home 
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List of activities: 

1. Personal profile 

2. What’s love for you? 

3. We are looking at the map 

4. Logo and slogan 

5. Presentation of students and members of Europe in Love / Presentation of our             

school, neighbourhood, city and country 

6. Kinds of love: definition 

7. Songs about our kind of love 

8. Memories from Valencia - April 2016 

9. Types of love coming into life 

10. Love is everywhere! 

11. A picture with an aphorism 

12. Love in your town 

13. Chat-up lines 

14. Loving our teams! Euro 2016 

15. Brexit: Is Europe still in love? 

16. The Best of Me 

17. Love Poem 

18. Love @ Christmas time 

19. Love words 

20. Christmas feeling - how to make someone happy 

21. Learning units logos 

22. Europe in Love Memories 
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2.3. Non formal activities (Training activities) 

2.3.1. Justification  

The development of non-formal activities has been another of our objectives. The new             

European methodologies that we try to implement in educational systems from Bologna,            

invite us to a more active learning, in which the student little by little is gaining                

prominence in the teaching-learning process. Once again we have resorted to the            

structure of multiple intelligences and didactic competences for the elaboration of this            

type of non-formal activities, but in this case trying to de-emphasize the usual subjects              

that are within the European educational programs (although they may be suitable for             

use in formal learning). 

Multidisciplinarity, inclusion,  

service learning and other    

related aspects have been    

our objective. Taking   

education out of the formal     

sphere as a complement to     

the education of our young     

people is essential to    

complete the educational circle. We continue with this methodological proposal the           

dictates of the European Union and try to propose different types of activities that can be                

applied by any educator (and teacher) in any country. We generate a didactic material              

that facilitates non-formal learning among our students to make European citizens more            

capable and intelligent, who can face the world in which they live in a more secure,                

critical and complete way. 
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2.3.2. Creation 

For the elaboration and creation of these activities we have appealed again to the              

thematic distribution of the types of love assigned to each country. Each one of the               

associates has worked on these aspects mentioned in their centers developing           

proposals based on the type of love assigned. 

In order to document and collect material, we have the collaboration of the students              

who, through the work in the activities proposed in etwinning, which we have already              

explained, provided us with a very valuable material for its preparation and creation. 

 

We have also had the collaboration      

and participation of several    

components of the staff of the      

associated centers in the project that      

have contributed their bit to the      

creation of this material. We have      

thus implicated many more teachers     

from all over Europe, members of the       

teaching staff of the associated     

schools who have received the     

collaborative and participatory spirit of the Erasmus + programs, accessing the           

possibility through their proposals to improve the European education system. Thus, the            

transmission of the benefits of European programs and projects has been much            

broader, we have reached more active agents in the educational process, one of the              

purposes of the Erasmus + programs. Europe in Love has been present in six faculty               

cloisters of six educational centers throughout Europe, it has transcended beyond the            

actual active members of the project and we are very happy and proud to have achieved                

this transmission. 
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2.3.3. Non-formal activities 

 
 

 

1. Theatre performance (TOPIC AGAPE) 

1- INTRODUCTION 

a- General Introduction: PROJECT EUROPE IN LOVE 

Europe in love is an Erasmus + project that takes place between the             

2015-2017 courses with the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany,          

United Kingdom, Italy, Finland and Slovakia). The main thread of the project is Love, a               

universal value, a concept valid for all countries and places in the world and especially               

the European Union. 

 

It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special                 

study, an attempt to convey it specifically as the motor of our lives, as the only concept                 

that should prevail if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to                   

survive and be real we must reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century                 

and walk hand in hand as siblings in this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st                  

century be the century of love and we will be able to remain united to progress. And that                  

idea is what we intend to transmit with these didactic units in schools across the               

continent. We intend to develop a material that can be used by teachers from all               

countries, of all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all students in Europe. 
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For their elaboration and programming we have been based on the multiple intelligences             

of Howard Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the             

students must acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the            

different ministries of education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to                

create activities based on them, that were complete and attractive for students, for             

different educational levels and subjects. 

  

We want to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together                 

and move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 

 

But the word Love is unique, although it has many meanings. We have resorted to the                

cradle of our civilization, to ancient Greece to try to define its typology. They did not                

have a single word to define this feeling as we have the word Love. They had different                 

words depending on their typology. We have chosen six of them, to try to transmit love                

in all its variety and magnitude: agape or love for our neighbor, eros or passionate love,                

philautia or self love, pragma or mature love, ludus or flirtation and friendship or              

friendship. We have dedicated the same number of didactic units to each of them. That               

is the objective of this work, to make available to the entire European educational              

community, in case it may prove useful, the universal value of love that will guide us                

together towards a better future. 

 

b- Topic introduction: AGAPE  

Agape is selfless love, love to our neighbour. It is about being an example without               

intending to be it, giving without expecting anything in return. It is universal goodness,              

generosity without retroactivity, the point of departure to the internal language regardless            

of origin, belief or political affinity. It is to love in the purest form that exists, especially to                  

those who need it most. It is a vital mission that is to surrender, to be supportive when                  

you are most needed, to go to them when you are required and also when you see                 

others suffer even if they do not claim you. It is charity well understood, not as alms, but                  

as a vital approach, surrender to the poor, sick, sad, disabled, refugees, children and the               

elderly ... To those who need it most. Just because it is just and necessary, because we                 
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feel better, trying to be happy looking for the happiness of others or at least, trying to                 

make them suffer less and improve their living conditions. 

  

Unfortunately in Europe we face many problems of all kinds: poverty, violence, need,             

crisis, unemployment, immigration, despair, loneliness, injustice ... If we teach our           

students that through agape, we can alleviate the pains of those who suffer. Laying the               

foundations of a better, more supportive, more just world, in which we are all brothers               

and sisters. Is not this the essence for which the European Union was created, to be                

united and help each other when we need it most? 

 

2- WORKING PLAN 

TARGET TEENAGERS: 12 years old 

PLACE: Indoors and old people home or residence 

TIME: 9h and 30’ 

3- METHODOLOGY 

Cooperative learning groups. 

Individual work and group work  

Multiple intelligences 

 

4. ACTIVITIES BASED ON Multiple Intelligences 

 

Learning Objectives:  

(I) Internal Volunteering at school. Older to younger. Eldest brother. Each month a multiple             

intelligence will be worked with them. 
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ACTIVITIES tasks Asses
sment  

Multilple 
INTELLIGENCES 

SKILLS 

 Development of script. 

Test work. 

Representing small plays. 

 

% 

 

Linguistic-Verbal 

linguistic 

communication 

Information 

Processing and  

Digital 

Construction of puppets, puppets ,. .. and       

decorations and sets. 

Division in groups of people from the       

residence. 

 

% 

Logical-Mathemati

cal 

 

Mathematical 

 

Design and sketch the set. 

Construction of marionettes, puppets ...     

and sets. 

 

 

 

% 

 

 

Visually - Spatial 

 

Artistic and  

cultural. 

Information 

Processing and  

digital 

Text/script and performance of the play. 

 

 

% 

 

Bodily 

 

Artistic and  

Cultural -  

Kinesthetic. 

 

Selection of musical themes to enhance      

the play. 

 

 

% 

 

musical / Rhythmic 

Artistic and  

cultural. 
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Information 

Processing and  

digital 

 

Cast of characters in the play. 

Election of the story, decoration and      

puppets, and the materials with which they       

will be made.  

Making the script of the play. 

Preparation of the dossier of work for the        

teacher. 

Collaboration among students to prepare     

materials of the work. 

Test and representation of the play. 

Daily Self assessment. (Annex 2) 

Self assessment group. (Annex 1 and 4) 

 

% 

 

Interpersonal. 

 

Social and  

citizen 

Information 

Processing and  

digital 

Learn to learn. 

Construction of marionettes, puppets ...     

and decorations /sets. 

Daily Self Assessment. (Annex 2) 

Self assessment group. (Annex 1 and 4) 

Text and representation of the play 

 

 

% 

 

Intrapersonal 

Personal 

Autonomy and  

initiative. 

Learn to learn. 
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Using recycled materials for making     

puppets and decorations /sets 

 

 

% 

Naturalist /  

Physical  

 

Interaction With  

the physical  

environment 

 

NOTE: The sequencing of activities and times given for performing them, are            

approximate and may vary depending on the difficulty level or the needs of student(s). 

 

5- SUBJECT  LEARNING OBJECTIVES. 

● Get familiar and handle with ease the new technologies of education. 

● Improve their feeling of agape: giving to the others. 

 

6- EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT 

● Using new technologies oriented to correc education. 

 

Assessment rubrics (Annex 2 and 4) 

 

7. MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

Recycled material. 

Literary texts. 

Material writing. 

Art materials. 
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Lesson Plan 1 

Type of love: AGAPE 

Topic: LINGUISTIC - VERBAL 

INTERPERSONAL 

VISUAL - SPATIAL 

INTRAPERSONAL 

INTRODUCTION (15 '): 

Work will be done through multiple intelligences, combining them in each of activities. 

We will explain students the objective to work on this lesson. 

Students develop sessions and prepare activities in class and when the unit will be finished they                

will go to a residence for old people to work with them what has been programmed and                 

developed in the classroom. 

When students have to work in groups (cooperative work) the teams will be made by the                

teacher (maximum 5 students). 

The unit objective is to perform a theatre play of a story with puppets and decorated made by                  

students. Each team will choose one story among the proposed by teachers and will turn it into                 

a theatre script. The representation will be set with a musical base also chosen by the                

students. 

This session will give a tab. (Annex 1, 2 and 4) 

 

Development(35 '): 

Task 1:Election of a story (5'):  
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● The teacher proposes a wide variety of stories on various topics adapted to their age               

and group to choose from stories which may please them.  

Task 2: Characters and decorated (15 '): 

● In this activity students will be organized to divide the characters ( sharing), make the               

sketch of the scenery and decide materials to use for its realization . 

 

Task3: Development of the script (15'): 

● Groups begin writing the script, considering that all the characters have to try to              

intervene as balanced as possible. 

 

CONCLUSSION (10 

Task 4: Students self-assessment (10')  

● in this activity, student will collect their materials and order the classroom, later they will               

fill a rubric of self-assessment, where evaluate the daily work and attitude will be              

evaluated. (Annex 2). 
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Lesson Plan 2 

Type of love: AGAPE 

Topic: LINGUISTIC - VERBAL 

INTERPERSONAL 

VISUAL- SPATIAL 

INTRAPERSONAL 

NATURALIST 

 

INTRODUCTION (5 '): 

● Explanation by the teacher of the activities undertaken. 

● Resolution of doubts. 

● Preparation of working materials from each group. 

 

DEVELOPMENT (45'): 

Task 1: Development Writing (35 '): 

● The groups complete the script paying attention to check the spelling and the             

preparation of the dossier to hand to teacher. 

 

Task 2: "Power Point" working on marionettes, puppets ... (10') 

● Project to students a "Power Point" explaining different models of creating marionettes,            

puppets ... for them to choose what best suits for their performance, considering that the               

materials used should be recycled. (Annex 3) 

● Students will be organized to get the materials to use that will lead to the next session 
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CONCLUSSION (10'): 

Task 3: Self-assessment of students (10') 

● In this activity, students collect their materials and order the classroom, later they             

complete a self-assessment section, where the daily work and attitude will be assessed.             

(Annex 2). 
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Lesson Plan 3 

Type of love: AGAPE 

Topic: INTERPERSONAL 

VISUAL- SPATIAL 

INTRAPERSONAL 

MATHEMATICAL 

NATURALIST 

MUSICAL 

 

INTRODUCTION (5 '): 

● Explanation by the teacher of the activities undertaken. 

● Resolution of doubts. 

● Preparation of working materials from each group. 

 

DEVELOPMENT (45’): 

Task1:Development and making puppets,... (30') 

● With the materials provided by the group students begin to build puppets, individually,             

but always guided and helped by the most skilled students in this area. 

● At the end time for students to  collect their materials and order the classroom. 

 

Task 2:music (15 ') 
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● According to the topic of their story each group chooses some music background and              

decide the times when they have to sound music . This aspect must be recorded in the                 

script. 

 

CONCLUSSION (10'): 

Task 3: Self-assessment of students (10') 

● In this activity, students collect their materials and order the classroom, later they fill a               

rubric of self-assessment, which will be evaluated daily for work and attitude. (Annex 2). 
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Lesson plan 4 

Type of love: AGAPE 

Topic: INTERPERSONAL 

VISUAL - SPATIAL 

INTRAPERSONAL 

MATHEMATICAL 

NATURALIST 

INTRODUCTION (5 '): 

● Explanation by the teacher of the activities undertaken  

● Resolution of doubts materials. 

● Preparation  work of each group. 

 

DEVELOPMENT (45 '): 

Task 1 

● In this session  the groups will try to have the puppets finished . 

● After working time students collect their materials and order the classroom. 

 

 

Task  Development and manufacture of decorations and sets (15 ') 

● Based on the sketch previously made and the materials chosen by the group they begin               

to develop the set cooperatively . 

● After working time students collect their materials and order the classroom. 
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CONCLUSSION (10'): 

Task 3: Self Assessment of students (10') 

● In this activity, students collect their materials and order the classroom, later they fill a               

rubric of self assessment, where daily work and attitude are evaluated. (Annex 2). 
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Lesson plan 5 

Type of love: AGAPE 

Topic: LINGUISTIC - VERBAL 

INTERPERSONAL 

VISUAL - SPATIAL 

INTRAPERSONAL 

NATURALIST 

MUSICAL 

MATHEMATICAL  

INTRODUCTION (5 '): 

● Explanation by the teacher of the activities undertaken. 

● Preparation  and resolution of doubts. 

● Materials work of each group. 

 

DEVELOPMENT (45 '): 

 

Task1: Finishing decorated (30'.).  

● In this session the groups continue working and try to finish the sets. 

● After working time students collect their materials and order the classroom. 

 

Task 2: Finish tasks (15'):  

● Groups should review that they have completed all: 
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o Screenplay. 

o Dossier for teacher. 

o Puppets. 

o Decorated materials. 

o Background music. 

 

● Groups that have not completed the tasks will have time in the next session to finish. 

 

 

CONCLUSSION (10'). 

Task 3: Self Assessment of students (10') 

● In this activity, students collect their materials and order the classroom, later they fill a               

rubric of self assessment, where daily work and attitude are evaluated. (Annex 2). 
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Lesson plan 6 

Type of love: AGAPE 

Topic: LINGUISTIC - VERBAL 

INTERPERSONAL 

INTRAPERSONAL 

kinesthetic 

 

INTRODUCTION (5 '): 

● Explanation by the teacher of the activities undertaken. 

● Resolution of doubts and materials. 

● Preparation of work. 

● In the event that some group has not completed any of the tasks of the unit, they will                  

have extra time in this session to finish it. 

 

DEVELOPMENT (45’): 

Task1: Rehearse the play (45'):  

● They use this and the next session for the rehearsal of the performance. Previously              

each student will have studied their part individually. 

 

CONCLUSSION (10'): 

Task 3: Self Assessment of students (10') 

● In this activity, students collect their materials and order the classroom, later they fill a               

rubric of self assessment, where daily work and attitude are evaluated. (Annex 2). 
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Lesson plan 7 

Type of love: AGAPE 

Topic: LINGUISTIC - VERBAL 

INTERPERSONAL 

INTRAPERSONAL 

kinesthetic 

 

 

INTRODUCTION (5 '): 

● Explanation by the teacher of the activities undertaken  

● resolution of doubts and materials. 

● Preparation of working  each group. 

 

DEVELOPMENT (45 '): 

 

Task 1: Rehearse play (30') 

  

● Continue with the rehearsal of the play. 

 

Task 2: Preparation and organization of representation (15 ') 

● The teacher informs the students about the planning and organization of the activity             

outside school, in the old people residence: 

o Moving and transporting of materials. 
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o Coordination with center staff and school. 

o Permissions to leave the school. 

 

 

(Instructors/teachers will be responsible for making the necessary arrangements of the latter             

points previously) 

 

CONCLUSSION (10'): 

Task 3: Self Assessment of students (10') 

● In this activity, students collect their materials and order the classroom, later they fill a               

rubric of self assessment, where daily work and attitude are evaluated. (Annex 2). 
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Lesson plan 8 

Type of love: AGAPE 

Topic: LINGUISTIC - VERBAL 

INTERPERSONAL 

INTRAPERSONAL 

KINESTHETIC 

MATHEMATICAL 

 

INTRODUCTION(10'): 

● Presentation of the group of students who will perform the activity.  

● Division of students in 6 groups and explanation of the activity located in different rooms               

of the residence. 

● Each of the performances will last 20' and students will move from one room to another. 

 

DEVELOPMENT(120'): 

Task 1: Theatrical performances (6 x 20') 

● Theatre performances. Every 20 minutes groups change room to interpret the play to a              

group of different people(20'.) 

 

 

CONCLUSION(30'): 

Task 2: Assembly 
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● Once all representations are finished, they will all go to the same room to bring together                

the different views of the experience. 

 

Task 3: Self Assessment of students (10') 

● In this activity, students collect their materials and order the classroom, later they fill a               

rubric of self assessment, where daily work and attitude are evaluated. (Annex 2). 

They will also express their opinion on the implementation of activities done with a brief               

explanation. (Appendix 1) 
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WORKSHEET     TEAMWORK (THEATRE WITH PUPPETS) 

Instructions 

First groups of up to five students will be formed. 

1. Choose a group coordinator. (In case of discrepancy teacher decides). 

2. Choose the story to interpret. 

3. Write the story as a script writer (narrator,characters and dialogue). 

4. Correct spelling mistakes. 

5. Make a presentation adequate and clean. The document submitted will consist of the             

following parts: cover (title, names of the students and the subject), play and it will be                

completed with a photograph of the material. 

6. Make the  puppets (recycled materials). 

7. Draw the sets and decorations (woods, buildings, landscapes, etc.). 

8. Choose the appropriate music to the script. 

9. Memorize dialogues. 

10. Rehearse the play with all the elements produced. 

11. Enjoy the roles of colleagues and the  company of old people at their residence. 

Student Name: 

1.-.......................................................................................... 

2.-.......................................................................................... 

3.-.......................................................................................... 

4.-.......................................................................................... 

5.-.......................................................................................... 

 

FINAL TEAM SCORE: 
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DATE OF DELIVERY OF WORK:............ .................................... 

OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS: 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………….………………………………………………

……………………………… 

 

1) Have we achieved the ultimate goal of the work? Yes, no, why? 

2) Have we programmed  our work well? Have we respected the deadlines? Yes, why? 

3) Is there something we did not anticipate? 

4) Have all the members in the group worked? Yes, no, why? 

5) We believe that our work is well done, because ... 

6) What problems did the group have? What did not we know how to solve? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………….…………………………………………………………… 

Annex 3  How to make Puppets (presentation) 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pGUuaHW__BrRdSWeO0iuklc8sVNtWqTqTt3tiDpLSw

Q/edit?usp=sharing 
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Annex 4 Final Assessment Rubric 

 

 SELF ASSESSMENT RUBRIC (STUDENTS  / GROUP) 

SCRIPT 1 2 3 5 

Dossier has good handwriting and good      

presentation. 

    

The script presents a coherent structure. (Signs       

of a play). 

    

Usesthe technical vocabulary appropriate to the      

theme chosen. 

    

The text is revised and presented without any        

spelling mistake.  

    

The narrator and the characters are very different        

in the text. 

    

STATEMENT 1 2 3 5 

The narrator and the characters express      

controlling intonation and diction, using     

appropriate gestures and expression. 

    

There is coordination between the puppets and       

the text expressed. 

    

All members of the group have memorized the        

text (except the narrator ). 

    

They comply with the agreed time.     

PUPPET 1 2 3 5 

Have made at least three puppets.      

They all contributed in making the puppets.     
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Puppets made with a good presentation.     

TOTAL  

 

1……… Bad. 2……… Regular. 3……… Good. 5……… Very good. 

 

SCORE: 

 

COMMENTS: 
............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................ 

 

GROUP ASSESSMENT (INSTRUCTOR / TEACHER) 

SCRIPT 1 2 3 5 

Dossier has good handwriting and good      

presentation. 

    

The script presents a coherent structure. (Signs       

of a play). 

    

We use technical vocabulary appropriate to the       

theme chosen. 

    

The text is revised and presented without any        

spelling mistake.  

    

The narrator and the characters are very different        

in the text. 
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STATEMENT 1 2 3 5 

We express both the narrator and the characters        

with control of intonation and diction, using       

appropriate gestures and expressive. 

    

There was coordination between the puppet and       

the text we have expressed. 

    

All members of the group we have memorized        

the text (except narrator). 

    

We comply with the agreed time.     

PUPPET 1 2 3 5 

We have made at least three puppets.     

We all contributed in making the puppets.     

The puppets we have delivered a good       

presentation. 

    

TOTAL  

 

1……… Bad. 2……… Regular. 3……… Good. 5……… Very good. 

 

NOTE: 

 

OBSERVATIONS: 

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................

............................................................ 
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2. Getting to know each other (TOPIC: LUDUS) 

1- INTRODUCTION 

General Introduction: PROJECT EUROPE IN LOVE 

Europe in love is an Erasmus + project that takes place between the             

2015-2017 courses with the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany,          

United Kingdom, Italy, Finland and Slovakia). The main thread of the           

project is Love, a universal value, a concept valid for all countries and places in the world and                  

especially the European Union. 

 

It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special study, an                   

attempt to convey it specifically as the motor of our lives, as the only concept that should prevail                  

if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to survive and be real we must                      

reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century and walk hand in hand as siblings in                   

this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st century be the century of love and we will be able                     

to remain united to progress. And that idea is what we intend to transmit with these didactic                 

units in schools across the continent. We intend to develop a material that can be used by                 

teachers from all countries, of all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all students in Europe. 

 

For their elaboration and programming we have been based on the multiple intelligences of              

Howard Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the students             

must acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the different ministries of              

education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to create activities based on                 

them, that were complete and attractive for students, for different educational levels and             

subjects. 

  

We want to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together and                  

move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 

 

But the word Love is unique, although it has many meanings. We have resorted to the cradle of                  

our civilization, to ancient Greece to try to define its typology. They did not have a single word to                   
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define this feeling as we have the word Love. They had different words depending on their                

typology. We have chosen six of them, to try to transmit love in all its variety and magnitude:                  

agape or love for our neighbor, eros or passionate love, philautia or self love, pragma or mature                 

love, ludus or flirtation and friendship or friendship. We have dedicated the same number of               

didactic units to each of them. That is the objective of this work, to make available to the entire                   

European educational community, in case it may prove useful, the universal value of love that               

will guide us together towards a better future. 

 

b- Topic introduction: Ludus - Is Europe in Love? 

And if so, what kind of love is it? Is it ludus, the playful relationship without any engagement and                   

responsibility, only getting the pleasure out of it? Or is it rather pragma or agape? Or maybe a                  

little bit of all of these types of love?These questions shall be approached by looking into the                 

way how different countries in Europe discuss and handle the current situation of so many               

refugees coming into the EU. 

Ludus is playful love, flirting. Sometimes flirting is intentional: seeking a partner, acceptance by              

others, social integration through the display of our own skills and characteristics. And at other               

times it is an innocent flirtation, which simply pretends to reaffirm its own characteristics. Loving               

others always reaffirms personality and makes people happy. And it can be done through              

dancing, grooming and the care of personal image, following fashion or the implementation of a               

style of our own, personal relationships, smiles, looks or impressions we cause to others. 

  

Each of the member countries of the European Union are unique and we have our own                

characteristics that make us unique and attractive. Showing the best of each one of us makes                

the rest of the people around us appreciate the best of each one of us. And for that, we have to                     

show the best that we have without ambiguity or hindrance, without fears. We are beautiful and                

special. Others will accept us as we are if we are able to show the best of each one of us. 

Topic: Getting to know each other 

Ludus is playful and fun, without any further engagement. The ideal way to get to know each                 

other! Of course it can thereafter grow into another kind of love and friendship. 
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2- WORKING PLAN 

TARGET LEARNERS:  

All ages, teeners or students that do not know each other jet, e.g. new classes or students in                  

exchange programs 

PLACE: gym, yard or any bigger space 

TIME : 60’ / LESSONS: 1 

 

3- METHODOLOGY 

Students work in varying groups/pairs. 

Students speak about personal matters in English. 

 

4. ACTIVITIES BASED ON MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

 

Learning objectives :  

(I) The students get to know each other and exchange information about their            

preferences, lifestyle, school, city or country. 

(II) The students will practice their English. 

ACTIVITIES tasks Asse
ssme
nt  

Multilple 
INTELLIGENCES 

SKILLS 
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1. The teacher introduces the    

activities. 

 

  

Linguistic/Verbal linguistic 

communication, 

understanding 

instructions 

 

Activity 1: a) The students line up       

according to their age (year of birth, month        

day). 

b) The students form a circle out of the         

line and introduce themselves (name and      

country), using the game “I pack my bag”        

(A: I am John from Finland, B: This is John          

from Finland and I am Sarah from       

Slovakia, C: This is John from Finland, this        

is Sarah from Slovakia and I am Tim from         

Germany…) 

 

 

Interpersonal 

Linguistic/Verbal 

Bodily 

Kinaesthetic 

 

 

 

Communicate in  

English with  

people they do   

not know jet to    

form a line   

according to  

age. 

The students  

remember the  

names of all   

their fellow  

students (fact  

recall). 

The students  

move around in   

order to form a    

line/circle. 

Activity 2: The whole group is divided in        

two smaller groups. One forms an inner       

circle (backs to the centre), the others       

form an outer circle (faces to the centre).        

Each student is now facing another      

student. 

 

 

 

Interpersonal 

Verbal/Linguistic 

The students  

share 

information 

about their  

personal lives. 
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The teacher gives different tasks, e.g. 

a. Tell your partner about your     

school. 

b. Tell your partner your favourite     

food. 

c. Tell your partner about your family. 

d. Tell your partner about your     

hobbys. 

After each exchange between two     

partners, the teacher tells them to go to a         

new partner in a given way, e.g. 

- inner circle moves 3 to the right 

- outer circle moves 5 to the left 

Each topic is being talked about with 2 - 3          

partners. 

Activity 3: The students are divided in       

groups of 5 (e.g. by counting 1-5, with the         

help of a card game or numbers on cards).         

The groups have to perform a      

word/saying, using pantomime or forming     

a still picture. The other groups have to        

guess what is being performed. The      

words/sayings can be collected from a      

Tabu or Activity game, e.g. 

- to skip 

- to juggle 

- to iron 

- sadness 

- happiness 

 

 

 

Kinesthetic/Bodily 

Interpersonal 

Verbal/Linguistic 

 

The students  

mime in groups   

(pantomime or  

group picture). 

The students  

guess, using  

their English. 
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- anger 

- baker 

- rodeo 

- hairdresser 

- avalanche 

- the early bird catches the worm 

The task can be done as a competition        

between the different groups. 

 

The intelligences involved in this project are Verbal/Linguistic (40 %), Bodily/Kinaesthetic (20%),            

Interpersonal (40 %) 

 

5- SUBJECT (S)  LEARNING OBJECTIVES. 

● The students get to know each other. 

● The students communicate with people they do not know. 

● The students practice their English. 

 

6- EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT  

As this is a unit, which is supposed to help the students to get in contact and start talking  

to each other, it should not be evaluated. If necessary, one could judge, if they all talk. 

 

7. MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

The material needed are  
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for activity no.2: Different questions/topics that the students can talk about, written on the              

board/on big cards. 

for activity no.3: Different words/sayings on little cards. 
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3. Art education (TOPIC: PHILAUTIA) 

 
1- INTRODUCTION 

General Introduction: PROJECT EUROPE IN LOVE 

Europe in love is an Erasmus + project that takes place between the             

2015-2017 courses with the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany,          

United Kingdom, Italy, Finland and Slovakia). The main thread of the project is Love, a universal                

value, a concept valid for all countries and places in the world and especially the European                

Union. 

 

It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special study, an                   

attempt to convey it specifically as the motor of our lives, as the only concept that should prevail                  

if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to survive and be real we must                      

reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century and walk hand in hand as siblings in                   

this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st century be the century of love and we will be able                     

to remain united to progress. And that idea is what we intend to transmit with these didactic                 

units in schools across the continent. We intend to develop a material that can be used by                 

teachers from all countries, of all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all students in Europe. 

 

For their elaboration and programming we have been based on the multiple intelligences of              

Howard Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the students             

must acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the different ministries of              

education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to create activities based on                 

them, that were complete and attractive for students, for different educational levels and             

subjects. 

  

We want to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together and                  

move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 
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But the word Love is unique, although it has many meanings. We have resorted to the cradle of                  

our civilization, to ancient Greece to try to define its typology. They did not have a single word to                   

define this feeling as we have the word Love. They had different words depending on their                

typology. We have chosen six of them, to try to transmit love in all its variety and magnitude:                  

agape or love for our neighbor, eros or passionate love, philautia or self love, pragma or mature                 

love, ludus or flirtation and friendship or friendship. We have dedicated the same number of               

didactic units to each of them. That is the objective of this work, to make available to the entire                   

European educational community, in case it may prove useful, the universal value of love that               

will guide us together towards a better future. 

 

b- Topic introduction: PHILAUTIA 

Philautia is the love for oneself. In order to love others we must begin with ourselves. If we                  

respect ourselves, we will be respected. Philautia is to give importance to the self, to               

individualism, which is also necessary. There are two types of philautia, just and necessary              

self-esteem that improves us, which pretends that we are good inside to be able to be well on                  

the outside and where this goal is sought through fashion, hobbies, sport, seeking the inner               

balance through food, healthy habits, of our leisure activities. And the other type is the one we                 

must correct, the one that borders on narcissism, which sometimes makes us put the self               

beyond the reasonable: excessive fame, pride, cult of the body, self-obsession, personal            

fortune, selfishness…, defects which we must fight against. 

  

In Europe we must respect the taste for oneself, for the country itself. Because it is necessary                 

that we value ourselves positively, but without passing, without falling into chauvinism or ultra              

nationalism which can lead to separation and rupture. And that is one of the main dangers of                 

the Union. Let us teach this feeling correctly and avoid greater evils that are coming, which                

have already been established. We have a great opportunity to transmit to the European              

students what is reasonable and what is exaggerated and can lead to disaster. 

 

2 - WORKING PLAN 

Target students: 15 students, High school/grade 1 (age 15-16) 
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Place: Classroom and a natural environment 

Time : 2 * 90 mins 

As an optional media, Empowering “dream portraits” can also be made as a painting or a                

drawing, depending on the preferations of the teacher, or if there is not a possibility to use                 

cameras. 

3 - METHODOLOGY 

Teacher headed discussion / pairwork and groupwork / learning by doing / learning through art 

Learning objectives : Self-confidence, self-esteem, self-knowledge, self-expression,       

photography techniques 

4 – ACTIVITIES BASED ON MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

Learning objectives: 

I. Students will learn the process of making a staged photograph portrait 

II. Students learn artistic self-expression, visual storytelling through the creative process 

ACTIVITIES tasks Assessment    % Multilple 

INTELLIGENCE

S 

SKILLS 

Introduction: 

Motivational discussion  

about self-esteem 

5% Linguistic-Verba

l 

Discussion 

Watching portrait  

photographs 

5% Visual Watching and  

reading visual  

messages 

Visual analysis 

Artistic skills 
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Thinking about your   

strengths and good   

memories and sharing with    

a small group 

5% interpersonal 

intrapersonal 

Discussion 

Teamwork skills 

Planning your "dream self"    

through costumes and   

storytelling 

10% Interpersonal 

Visual - spatial 

Information 

gathering 

Planning and  

creative process 

Knowing yourself 

Photographing 60% Visual – spatial 

intrapersonal 

Photographing 

Artistic skills 

Teamwork skills 

Closing the process: 

Watching and analysing   

the taken photographs   

together and building up an     

exhibition 

15% Linguistic -  

Verbal 

Visual - spatial 

Self-evaluation 

Discussion skills 

Talking about  

visual messages  

and art 

 

5 - SUBJECT (S) LEARNING OBJECTIVES. 

* Photography  skills 

* storytelling and self-expression through a visual medium 

6 - EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT 

7 - MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

*possibility to show photos from internet. 

*props to create a character with 
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clothes, fabrics, hats, masks, hats and other artifacts to create the character with. 

* a background for taking photos 

* 5 digital camera(s) 

*light sources, lamps, transparent colored foils to make coloured light (optional) 
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Lesson plan 1 

Type of love : Philautia 

Topic: Dream self 

Duration: 90 mins (2*45) 

Motivation and introduction (15 minutes) 

● motivational discussion about the importance of self-esteem and knowing yourself. 

● Play calming music of your choice (instrumental) and give few minutes for the students              

to write down thoughts about: 

● What is your happiest memory? The first thing that comes to mind. 

● Think of the time that you were sad the last time and think of an engouraging thing to                  

say to your self.  

● If you would be a superhero, what would your superpower be? 

● What kind of a costume would you wear as a superhero? 

● Where would be the best place to be in 5 years? 

● What makes that place good/safe/happy? 

● … 

● Divide the class to groups of three 

● Let the students share their thoughts quickly 

Watching portraits together (15 minutes) 

● Introduce the media of photographing. 

● Show photographed portraits and explain how different attributes in a portrait tells a             

certain story about the portrayed person. 

● Tell about cropping the image, different angles, ligting, taking the environment in            

consideration etc. 

● For example show the empowering photography of Miina Savolainen 

● http://www.voimauttavavalokuva.net/english/etusivu.htm 
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● You can also show some fashion photographs and discuss about the messages and the              

way human body is shown in photos we see everyday. Often they are pure fiction. With                

photography we can tell stories and emphasize sertain aspects of the truth. 

Planning and designing a “dream self” for a portrait (60 mins) 

● Every student creates a character, “a dream self” for him/herself and decide how they              

want to be portrayed in a photo. 

● It can be a realistic vision of your future self or a fictional character, a hero or a prince, a                    

princess 

● Let the students see the props you have gathered for them to use. (masks, hats,               

clothes, fabrics etc.) 

● If the actual photographing takes place the next day, they can bring their own props and                

make-up to the course to create the dream self with 

Lesson plan 2 

Type of love : Philautia 

Topic: Dream self 

Duration: 90 mins (2*45) 

Preparations 

Prepare 5 stations for the groups to take the pictures on. 

Introduction of the digital camera and taking a picture (10 minutes) 

● Teach how to use the camera. Go through the basic options to build a good quality                

photo. 

● If you have spotlights, lamps and light sources you can also teach basics of studio               

lighting. (front light, back light, background) 

● If you have an opportunity to go in a natural environment, you can let your students use                 

it. Depending on how long you have time to use in the project 

Actual photographing (60 minutes) 
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● in groups of three they take portraits with the camera. Thet dress themselves to be their                

dream-self. 

● The one who is in front of the camera is in charge. he/she decides how he/she will be                  

photographed 

● Every student chooses one of the photos to be the official portrait 

watching the portraits together (20 minutes) 

● Collect the photos to one slide show and watch it together with the class 

● Let the students share their thoughts about the project 

● How did it feel to be photographed, to model in a picture. 

● How did it feel to be able to tell the others how you would like to be photographed. 

● It’s important to be discreet when giving feedback about a personal self-portrait. 

● Always encourage the students and find good things to say about their work. 

You can also hold an exhibition of the work afterwards. 
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4. Let’s make a song about loving yourself (TOPIC PHILAUTIA) 

1- INTRODUCTION 

General Introduction: PROJECT EUROPE IN LOVE 

Europe in love is an Erasmus + project that takes place between the             

2015-2017 courses with the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany,          

United Kingdom, Italy, Finland and Slovakia). The main thread of the project is Love, a universal                

value, a concept valid for all countries and places in the world and especially the European                

Union. 

 

It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special study, an                   

attempt to convey it specifically as the motor of our lives, as the only concept that should prevail                  

if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to survive and be real we must                      

reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century and walk hand in hand as siblings in                   

this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st century be the century of love and we will be able                     

to remain united to progress. And that idea is what we intend to transmit with these didactic                 

units in schools across the continent. We intend to develop a material that can be used by                 

teachers from all countries, of all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all students in Europe. 

 

For their elaboration and programming we have been based on the multiple intelligences of              

Howard Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the students             

must acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the different ministries of              

education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to create activities based on                 

them, that were complete and attractive for students, for different educational levels and             

subjects. 

  

We want to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together and                  

move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 
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But the word Love is unique, although it has many meanings. We have resorted to the cradle of                  

our civilization, to ancient Greece to try to define its typology. They did not have a single word to                   

define this feeling as we have the word Love. They had different words depending on their                

typology. We have chosen six of them, to try to transmit love in all its variety and magnitude:                  

agape or love for our neighbor, eros or passionate love, philautia or self love, pragma or mature                 

love, ludus or flirtation and friendship or friendship. We have dedicated the same number of               

didactic units to each of them. That is the objective of this work, to make available to the entire                   

European educational community, in case it may prove useful, the universal value of love that               

will guide us together towards a better future. 

 

b- Topic introduction: PHILAUTIA 

Philautia is the love for oneself. In order to love others we must begin with ourselves. If we                  

respect ourselves, we will be respected. Philautia is to give importance to the self, to               

individualism, which is also necessary. There are two types of philautia, just and necessary              

self-esteem that improves us, which pretends that we are good inside to be able to be well on                  

the outside and where this goal is sought through fashion, hobbies, sport, seeking the inner               

balance through food, healthy habits, of our leisure activities. And the other type is the one we                 

must correct, the one that borders on narcissism, which sometimes makes us put the self               

beyond the reasonable: excessive fame, pride, cult of the body, self-obsession, personal            

fortune, selfishness…, defects which we must fight against. 

  

In Europe we must respect the taste for oneself, for the country itself. Because it is necessary                 

that we value ourselves positively, but without passing, without falling into chauvinism or ultra              

nationalism which can lead to separation and rupture. And that is one of the main dangers of                 

the Union. Let us teach this feeling correctly and avoid greater evils that are coming, which                

have already been established. We have a great opportunity to transmit to the European              

students what is reasonable and what is exaggerated and can lead to disaster. 

 

2 - WORKING PLAN 

TARGET STUDENTS: 10-20 students, High school / grade 1 (age 16-17) 
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PLACE: classroom 

TIME: 45' / LESSONS: Music – 4 lessons 

 

3 -  METHODOLOGY 

Teacher headed disscussion / individual work / pairwork / groupwork 

ICT (Information and computer technologies) 

 

 

4 - ACTIVITIES BASED ON MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

  

ACTIVITIES tasks  Assessment % Multilple 

INTELLIGENCES 

SKILLS 

Listening to the   

songs and  

discussing about  

them. 

20% Linguistic-Verbal 

Musical /Rhythmic 

Information 

processing. Linguistic  

communication. 

Music and lyrics   

analysis. 

Creating a song   

by working in   

groups. 

70% Interpersonal 

Linguistic-Verbal 

Musical/Rhythmic 

Autonomy and  

personal initiative. 

Creative groupwork. 

Using Garage Band. 

Learn to learn. 

Learning the new   

song. 

10% Interpersonal 

Musical /  

Rhythmic 

Singing. 

Co-operation. 
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5 - SUBJECT LEARNING OBJECTIVES  

*song structure (lyric aspect and musical aspect) 

*creative team work 

*song co-writing according to a theme 

*aknowledgement of songs' capability to affect 

*a succesfull creative process will have a positive effect on students self-esteem 

6- EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT 

*Self-assessment of students 

*Group discussion 

Students can write about how did they work and how did they think they succeeded in making a                  

song.  Group discussion about the project and the song they created. 

MATERIALS AND RESOURCES  

*possibility to listen to music  

*lyrics of songs (on screen or on paper)  

*green, pink and yellow Post-it notes, pencils 

*iPads with Garage Band 

Lesson plan 1-4 
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Type of love: Philautia 

Topic: Let´s make a song about loving yourself 

INTRODUCTION 

Group discussion / teacher headed discussion. 

Task 1: 

* Teacher presents the topic of the class: how the topic "Love yourself" is treated in songs. 

* Students listen to the songs Christina Aguilera: You are beautiful and Pink: Perfect. Students               

can see the lyrics of both songs. 

* Work in small groups of 3-5 students: Discussion about the songs. 

* Teacher headed discussion: All things that are discussed in groups are collected. 

DEVELOPEMENT 

Main activities: 

* Making a song about Loving yourself 

* Work in groups: Each student can choose a group to join according to their interest. 

* Group 1 lyrics (verses), 2 the hook of the chorus and 3 chord sequence. 

* Group 1 has green, pink and yellow Post-its. They write positive (green), negative (pink) and                

neutral (yellow) things about the subject. They start to create verses with the help of these                

ideas. 

* Group 2 creates the main sentences of the song. What would be the most important thing they                  

want to say with this song? They can also co-operate with group 1. 

* Goup 3 creates a chord sequence of 8 bars. They can create one for the verses and one for                    

the chorus or the same can be used in both parts. Students work with Garage Band (iPad). 

* When the groups have finished their work, they look at it together and discuss about it. 
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* Students who want to compose can create a melody to the song based on the lyrics and chord                   

sequences. If they can´t write it down they can record it with Garage Band. 

CONCLUSION 

* Everybody learns the song together with the help of the teacher. 

FOLLOW-UP 

* They can also make a recording of the song using Garage Band, but that may demand more                  

lessons. 
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5.  Importance of friendship in the society (TOPIC: PHILIA) 

1- INTRODUCTION 

General Introduction: PROJECT EUROPE IN LOVE 

Europe in love is an Erasmus + project that takes place between the 2015-2017              

courses with the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany, United Kingdom,           

Italy, Finland and Slovakia). The main thread of the project is Love, a universal value, a concept                 

valid for all countries and places in the world and especially the European Union. 

 

It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special study, an                   

attempt to convey it specifically as the motor of our lives, as the only concept that should prevail                  

if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to survive and be real we must                      

reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century and walk hand in hand as siblings in                   

this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st century be the century of love and we will be able                     

to remain united to progress. And that idea is what we intend to transmit with these didactic                 

units in schools across the continent. We intend to develop a material that can be used by                 

teachers from all countries, of all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all students in Europe. 

 

For their elaboration and programming we have been based on the multiple intelligences of              

Howard Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the students             

must acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the different ministries of              

education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to create activities based on                 

them, that were complete and attractive for students, for different educational levels and             

subjects. 

  

We want to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together and                  

move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 
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But the word Love is unique, although it has many meanings. We have resorted to the cradle of                  

our civilization, to ancient Greece to try to define its typology. They did not have a single word to                   

define this feeling as we have the word Love. They had different words depending on their                

typology. We have chosen six of them, to try to transmit love in all its variety and magnitude:                  

agape or love for our neighbor, eros or passionate love, philautia or self love, pragma or mature                 

love, ludus or flirtation and friendship or friendship. We have dedicated the same number of               

didactic units to each of them. That is the objective of this work, to make available to the entire                   

European educational community, in case it may prove useful, the universal value of love that               

will guide us together towards a better future. 

 

b- Topic introduction: PHILIA 

Philia is friendship, loyalty, fidelity. All human beings need someone to trust, friends to              

share their joys and sorrows, friends who can be counted on to overcome difficulties and enjoy                

and share achievements and progress. It is the lasting basis of the advance of the whole                

community, which is necessary, which we must strengthen and value in its right measure. 

  

Friendship between the member countries and among the students makes us much more             

united. Creating lasting bonds of friendship through the Erasmus + project like this, we have the                

students to consider friends and brothers to the members of other countries, who exchange              

experiences, joys and difficulties. Encouraging friendship between our young people, we are            

convinced that in the future there will be solid links between the new generations that will lead                 

the European Union. It will be our little bit of sand, our contribution to a time in which the                   

European will favour their relations of friendship to their particular interests. 

 

2- WORKING PLAN 

TARGET LEARNERS: 16 

PLACE: classroom, school, city street  

TIME : 45' or 60’ /  
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LESSONS: Civic Education 

2 lessons 

3- METHODOLOGY 

Cooperative learning groups: / Individual work / pairwork/ groupwork 

Active Learning methods 

ICT (Information and computer technologies) 

Public surveys  

 

4. ACTIVITIES BASED ON MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

 

Learning objectives :  

I. Students will learn about the importance of friendship in the society 

II. Students will search for, discuss and write about the different aspects of friendship  

ACTIVITIES tasks Assessmen
t  

Multiple 
INTELLIGENCES 

SKILLS 

Debate different aspects of    

friendship in a society 

Read a newspaper article related     

to the importance of friendship in      

the society - exploring media     

opinion 

Interview your classmates about    

true friendship 

20% Linguistic-Verbal Linguistic 

communication 

Reasoning skills 

 

Asking questions 
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Categorize information and facts    

about the importance of friendship     

in the society 

10% Logical-Mathematic

al 

Mathematical 

Collect pictures and articles from     

magazines on friendship 

10% Visual-Spatial Information 

processing  

Roleplay conversation between   

friends in different countries 

 

Mime personal characteristics of a     

true friend 

10% Kinesthetic-Bodily Artistic and cultural. 

 

Using physical  

gestures to  

communicate an idea  

Find songs about friendship in     

different cultures and explain the     

differences 

10% Musical / Rhythmic Search for  

information and  

cultural analysis 

Discuss interaction between   

friends on different levels of     

society in groups 

 

Organize a press conference on     

different aspects of friendship in a      

society 

20% Interpersonal Social skills 

 

Conflict management  

skills 

Compare moral issues regarding    

friendship in different societies -     

behaviour, concern for others,    

selfishness, helpfulness  

10% Intrapersonal Compare and  

contrast 

Study how animals can affect     

relationships and analyze   

friendship between people and    

animals 

10% Naturalist / Physical  Observation and  

prediction skills 
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5- SUBJECT(S)  LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

● Debate different aspects of friendship in a society 

● Write a newspaper article in a teenager magazine about the importance of friendship 

● Compare and contrast moral issues regarding friendship in different societies 

● Organize a class press conference 

● Roleplay conversation between friends from different cultures 

 

6- EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT 

● Using new technologies oriented to education correctly. 

● Self-assessment of students 

Learning objectives can be assessed through quizzes, tests, independently performed          

worksheets, cooperative learning activities, hands-on experiments, oral discussion,       

question-and-answer sessions, or other concrete means. 

 

 

 

 

 

Assessment rubrics 

 

ACTIVITY X: HEADING TO CRITERIA “Europe in love”   

HMC 1º BACHILLERATO 

 0.  1.   2.  3. 4.  5.  6.   7. 8.  9.  10.  

Newspaper article  

about the  

The article does not meet     

most of the standards of a      

The article meets   

some of the   

The article complies   

with the standards of an     
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importance of  

friendship  

formal article. It lacks    

clarity, structure and   

style.  

standards of a formal    

article.  

official article and is    

clear with structure and    

appropriate style. 

Presentation on  

different aspects of   

friendship in  

various societies 

The minimum contents of    

a presentation cannot be    

found (facts, aspects and    

consequences). 

The minimum  

contents required are   

present but not in a     

clear and concise   

manner. 

All contents required   

are present in a clear     

and concise manner   

and logical sequence. 

 

Interview on  

importance of  

friendship in our   

society 

There is only minimal    

knowledge of the topic.    

The questions are not    

appropriate.  

Some knowledge of   

the topic is present,    

but the questions are    

clear and organized   

only to some extent.  

Proper knowledge of   

the topic is present.    

The questions are   

completely related to   

the topic and fully    

appropriate. 

 

TOTAL (maximum 

30 points) 

  

 

 

7. MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

http://matteusclement.wix.com/zoewebsite 

http://www.educationworld.com/a_lesson/Ten-Great-Activities-Teaching-With-the-Newspaper.s

html 

http://infed.org/mobi/friendship-some-philosophical-and-sociological-themes/ 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-3191682/Opposites-attract-making-friends-Differe

nces-personalities-make-better-friendships-comes-romance-partners-two-kind-says-study.html 
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http://psychcentral.com/lib/the-importance-of-friendship/ 

Lesson plan 1 

Type of love: Philia 

Topic: Personality and respect of friendship  

 

INTRODUCTION (8 minutes) 

Pairwork: The teacher gives the students 20 words that describe personality, for example:             

assertive, gullible, self-confident, reliable, responsible, etc. The students might know some of            

the words, but not all. Students work out the meaning of the words in pairs. Then they discuss                  

the meaning of the words together and find a student in the class who can be easily described                  

by some of these words. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Main activity: (25 minutes) 

 Predictogram - Friendship 

This is a prediction activity in which students join words about a given topic, activating not only                 

vocabulary on the topic but also ideas. Each group is given a grid called Predictogram. This is a                  

rectangle with its diagonal lines traced. At the center is the word FRIEND(SHIP); at each angle                

is a word related to the topic, e.g. SUPPORT, SHARE, ENJOY, etc. Students are instructed to                

join two or more of those words - those joined by each of the lines in the rectangle- into                   

sentences. Example: A friend is someone who truthfully supports you and offers you lifelong             

comfort no matter what.  Friends are people with whom you can share good moments.  
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CONCLUSION (7 minutes) 

Discussion - Students work as a class or in small groups to brainstorm responses to the                

question: What does "respect" mean to me? Teacher can mention the "Golden Rule" -- treat             

others the way you would like to be treated -- as a simple definition of the word. 

Students make a list of synonyms for the word respect. For example, esteem, honor, regard,              

value, cherish, appreciate, admire, praise, compliment. 

Students will think about respect and what it means to respect themselves, their friends, those               

around them, and their world. They will work through how they can show respect in hypothetical                

situations. 

FOLLOW-UP (5 minutes) 

Homework: the teacher hands out the worksheet to each pair. Students have to divide friends               

into 3 groups and list examples of the behaviour of each type.  
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WORKSHEET 

Join two or more words into sentences. Example: A friend is someone who truthfully supports              

you and offers you lifelong comfort no matter what.   
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Lesson plan 2 

Type of love: Philia 

Topic: Friendship in a social-networked society 

 

INTRODUCTION (10 minutes) 

Each student receives a worksheet - The true test of friendship. Students complete the test and                

feedback about the result. Students express their opinion about the test results - say whether it                

is true for them or not.  

DEVELOPMENT (40 minutes) 

Learning stations - analysis of an article from different viewpoints.  

Students read the article Friendship in a social-networked world. 

Students are divided into 4 groups that work together in 4 learning stations. Each learning               

station will receive a different task to work on and present to the class. 

 

Tasks: 

Learning station 1 - Working on the internet - search for opinions about the influence of social 

networks in today's society 

Learning station 2 - Compare and contrast - discuss and prepare a short presentation about           

the difference between Aristotle's opinion about friendship and       

Facebook's advertising line about friendship 

Learning station 3 - Quotations - find quotes in the text, discuss their meaning and then write             

3 of your own quotes with explanations  

Learning station 4 - Roleplay - prepare a roleplay: an imaginary dialogue between Aristotle 

and Mark Zuckerberg about friendship. Students can record it on          

their mobile. Divide the roles: film director, cameraman, 2 actors 
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CONCLUSION (8 minutes) 

Feedback on the work of learning stations. Each learning station representative prepares a             

short speech about what their findings were, what they discussed, and what results they              

achieved within their group.  

 

FOLLOW-UP (2 minutes) 

Homework - Students receive a handout - School survey. They will work in pairs and conduct a                 

school survey about friendship. The results of the survey will be presented during the next               

lesson.  
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WORKSHEET 

 

THE TRUE TEST OF FRIENDSHIP 

 

What are friends for anyway? But what would you do if your friend turned up on your                 
doorstep with a suitcase without calling ahead? What if she wanted to borrow your              
evening dress even before you’ve worn it? How charitable are you towards your friends?              
After all, this is the season of giving and the true test of any friendship is how far you will                    
go for them. So do your friends consider you a trusted confidante, a barrel of fun or a                  
pain in the neck? Are you the kind of person who will open your arms to them when they                   
are in need or are you more likely to shut the door in their faces? Do this quiz and find                    
out how you score: 
 

1.    A friend asks your opinion of an outfit that looks awful. Do you: 

       A. tell the truth and suggest he wears something else? 

       B. say it looks good? 

       C. say you prefer another outfit? 

 

2.    You see your best friend’s partner out with someone else. Do you: 

       A. mention it to your friend? C. ignore it?  

       B. challenge your friend’s partner?  

 

3. You are enjoying a quiet romantic meal with your partner when a crowd of friends walk into                  

the  

       restaurant. Do you: 

       A. go over and have a quick chat? C. pretend not to notice them? 

       B. ask them to join you? 

 

4.    Your pals want to go to a club you hate, and you want to go to the cinema instead. Do you: 

       A. go to the cinema on your own C. persuade all to come to the cinema? 

       B. go along with the majority? 
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5.    A long lost friend turns up on your doorstep with a suitcase. Do you: 

       A. suggest a cheap hotel? C. go out of your way to set them         

up? 

       B. make up a bed? 

 

6.    A friend has split up with her long-time boyfriend. Do you: 

       A. invite her round to your house to cheer her up? 

       B. organize a blind date? 

       C. avoid her for a couple of weeks until she gets over it? 

 

7.    Your flat mate cannot pay the rent. Do you: 

       A. lend her the money? C. offer to pay half? 

       B. suggest she arrange an overdraft? 

 

8.    A friend cancels a date because of an illness. Do you: 

       A. go on your own? C. curse her and stay in and watch        

television? 

       B. go round and cheer up your sick friend? 

 

9.    You fancy a quiet night in, but your friends want to go out. Do you: 

       A. explain that you are exhausted, but organize something for the following day? 

       B. put on a brave face and go out? C. stay in and refuse to be swayed? 

 

10.  A friend has unknowingly split his trousers at a party. Do you: 

       A. tell the crowd and have a good laugh? C. help him sew it up? 

       B. point it out to him? 

 

11.  You hear some damaging gossip about a friend. Do you: 

       A. keep it to yourself? C. spread it around? 

       B. tell everybody it is not true? 

 

12.  She starts to chat up the person you’ve had your eye on. Do you: 
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       A. ignore it? He’ll seek you out if he’s interested. C. edge your way into the      

conversation? 

       B. concoct a plan of revenge?  

 

13.  You friend has a contagious illness. Do you: 

       A. visit her but wear a surgical mask? C. wait for her to get better? 

       B. phone her everyday for progress report? 

 

14.  A friend asks to borrow your new outfit. Do you: 

       A. lend it reluctantly? C. tell her to buy her own? 

       B. suggest she chooses something else from your wardrobe? 

 

15.  A friend has a problem. Do you: 

       A. listen patiently? 

       B. listen patiently and try to offer sound advice? 

       C. suggest that she see an experienced counselor? 

 

16.  You are on holiday with a friend and you have met someone you fancy. Do you: 

       A. stay with your friend? B. go off with the guy? 

       C. compromise and go out with each of them in turn? 

 

17.  You are off for a game of tennis, but one of your friends has left his racket behind. Do you: 

       A. suggest she umpires the game? C. offer her racket? 

       B. take turns at playing? 

 

18.  She’s had too much to drink. Do you: 

       A. hide the car keys? C. leave her to it? 

       B. drive her home? 

 

19.  Your friend’s party is a disaster. Do you: 

       A. leave? C. make the most of it? 

       B. try to liven things up with party games? 
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20.  You see in a sale a shirt your friend’s been eyeing for weeks. Do you: 

       A. buy it? C. buy it for yourself? 

       B. tell her where it’s on sale? 

 

 

THE ANSWER KEY 

 

1.   (A) 10 (B) 0 (C) 5 

2.   (A) 10 (B) 5 (C) 0 

3.   (A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 0 

4.   (A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 0 

5.   (A) 0 (B) 5 (C) 10 

6.   (A) 10 (B) 5 (C) 0 

7.   (A) 10 (B) 0 (C) 5 

8.   (A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 0 

9.   (A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 0 

10. (A) 0 (B) 5 (C) 10 

11. (A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 0 

12. (A) 10 (B) 0 (C) 5 

13. (A) 10 (B) 5 (C) 0 

14. (A) 10 (B) 5 (C) 0 

15. (A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 0 

16. (A) 10 (B) 0 (C) 5 

17. (A) 10 (B) 5 (C) 10 

18. (A) 5 (B) 10 (C) 0 

19. (A) 0 (B) 10 (C) 5 

20. (A) 10 (B) 5 (C) 0 

 

WHAT YOUR SCORE MEANS? 
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140 – 200: You are a loyal and trusting friend and you can be relied upon for anything from                   

money and clothes to time and effort. But you could be at risk of being used by them. Try saying                    

‘no’ for a change. Stand up for yourself and if you do not want to do something, put your foot                    

down and tell them so. You can still be a good friend without being a doormat. 

 

70 – 139: You are a kind considerate friend and you’re always prepared to give your honest                 

opinion. You’re there for them when they really need you. And you can be depended upon in                 

any crisis. But you’ll never be pushed around and you do not sacrifice your own enjoyment.                

They will gain you not only a friendship but also respect. 

 

0 – 69: You probably go round with a large group of friends where you can hide your                  

selfishness. It is doubtful that you have any really close friends because you are far too                

ruthless. You are always out for what you can get. If you do not get your own way then you do                     

not want to know. Try going through the questions again and see if you can improve your rating                  

by being a little more considerate of other people’s needs. 

 
WORKSHEET 2 

Survey 

1. What qualities do you look for in a friend? 

2. Are friends more important to you now than they were at primary school? Why? 

3. How can you be a good friend? Give an example. 

4. What's the difference between a friend and an acquaintance?  

5. A true friend is somebody who knows everything about you and still likes you. What do you                  

think that means?  

6. Why do friends drift apart?  

7. What is a "best friend?"  
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8. Is there a difference between popularity and friendship? What?  

10. What do you do if you want a person you have just met to become a part of your group, but                      

the others don't want to have anything to do with this new person?  

11. What are the benefits of having friends who are different from us?  

12. Why might friendships break up? 

 

Choose 5 questions from above or write your own to make a survey about friendship: 

Friendship 

Survey 

Student 1 Student 2 Student 3 Student 4 Student 5 
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WORKSHEET 3 
Article 
 
The Meaning of Friendship in a Social Networked World 

 

ALEX PATTAKOS & ELAINE DUNDON  

 

"What is a friend? A single soul dwelling in two bodies." This quote is attributed to the ancient                  

Greek philosopher Aristotle who wrote extensively about the notion and importance of true             

friendship as a determinant of meaningful living. 

Aristotle's view on this matter stands in sharp contrast to what is depicted in the movie The                

Social Network, destined to become a cult classic, about the founding of the Internet social               

networking site "Facebook." With the advertising tag line, "You don't get to 500 million friends               

without making a few enemies," you have to wonder what the definition of "friends" is in this                 

kind of social networking context. And as you watch the relationships depicted in the film,               

especially that between founder Mark Zuckerberg and his network of "friends," it is obvious that               

they don't meet the quality standards espoused by Aristotle! 

In this connection (no pun intended), computer whiz Zuckerberg and his best friend Eduardo              

Saverin, also a principal co-founder of Facebook, become embroiled in enough fights, including             

a nasty legal battle, to establish that there is not a single soul dwelling in their two bodies. The                   

notion of "friend," of course, is used rather loosely in the online world of Facebook. What do you                  

think Aristotle would have to say about the meaning of—and path to—friendship that has come               

to popularize the new millennium? Have we gone too far in our quest for connection with others                 

in a world that has become increasingly disconnected even if, according to American journalist              

Thomas Friedman, it is supposedly "flat?" 

And in a world of hyper-connectivity driven by technology that knows no bounds, what is               

happening to true friendship? Is it dying away? Or are the various social media "platforms" such                

as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn simply redefining or transforming our modern-day notion of             

friendship? If so, what are the implications for life as we know it on this planet? Will we be more                    

happy? Will it promote the kind of meaningful existence that Aristotle was seeking and              

advocating? 
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As I have written in this blog many times before, the search for meaning is not only the primary                   

intrinsic motivation of human beings, it is also a megatrend of the 21st century. From such a                 

meaning-focused perspective, where does friendship fit in? And how might the social media             

"advances" referred to here influence, directly and indirectly, the nature of friendships between             

people and the human quest for meaning? 

To be sure, I have more questions than answers, although there are some trends that are                

worthy of mention on the subject. A recent article in USA Today by Mark Vernon, a research               

fellow at Birkbeck College in London, England, addressed the issue of the social media's              

influence and concluded, "Just as our daily lives are becoming more technologically connected,             

we're losing other more meaningful relationships. Yes, we're losing our friends." In other words,              

the joys of real human contact are being replaced by electronic stimuli and shallow friendships,             

that is, "social connections" rather than the kind of true friendships described and espoused by               

Aristotle. In our post-modern society, there is evidence that while we have plenty of              

acquaintances, more and more of us have few individuals to whom we can turn and share our                 

authentic selves, our deep intimacies. 

Moreover, according to research published in the American Sociological Review, a          

highly-reputable professional journal, the average American has only two close friends and            

some twenty-five percent don't have any friends! We're not just "bowling alone," to borrow the               

title from a book by sociologist Robert Putman, we're effectively living alone in the midst of a               

socially-networked world! Now how ironic is that? Parenthetically, this is an illustration of what I               

call in my book, Prisoners of Our Thoughts, paradoxical intention or working against ourselves.             

We have become our worst enemy as we seek to navigate the sea of so-called "friends" that                 

we've been promised through Facebook and other social networking sites. 

Aristotle once asked his fellow Athenians, "Who would live without friends even if they had               

every other thing?" Importantly, he believed that good friends were superior to any material              

possessions one might have. Stop and think, then, for a moment about the quality of friends                

that we may make on-line, such as via Facebook, and compare this quality of relationships with                

other kinds of friends with whom we have actual face-to-face contact—be it infrequent,             

work-related, social, and intimate, perhaps even loving. Which of these contacts represent            

meaningful relationships and, by implication, true friendships? Which of these contacts, when all             

is said and done, really matters the most to you? In addition to feeding your soul, you can feel a                    

single soul dwelling in two bodies? 
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In his classic work Ethics, Aristotle also offered the following ageless wisdom: "The desire for              

friendship comes quickly. Friendship does not." This is a very profound and perhaps             

provocative statement, especially in light of the powerful forces behind social networking.            

("What do you mean you don't have a Facebook page?) It takes time and effort to build true                  

friendships; relationships through which you are able and willing to disclose           

yourauthentic self—close thoughts, intimate feelings, and sensitive vulnerabilities including        

fears. While a social connection on Facebook may be only a click away, cultivating a true                

friendship is not that easy or straightforward if you believe in and take Aristotle's advice. 

Now, in the spirit of full disclosure, I must admit that I'm a "techie" (formerly called a "nerd") and                   

have been for as long as I can remember. Among other things, I was credited by the World                  

Future Society with inventing the concept of the "Electronic Visiting Professor," an innovation in              

online distance learning when the Information Highway was still a dirt road. I've also been a                

"Crackberry" (an obsessive-compulsive user of the Blackberry device), and was an early            

adopter of the iPhone which now keeps me "connected" to family, friends, acquaintances, and              

others whenever I choose to let it. (Note the "I choose" reference; I am very conscious of the                  

need to manage the technology, not the other way around!). I also regularly use most of the                 

social networking platforms mentioned, explicitly or implicitly, in this blog article. Moreover, I'm             

very familiar with the propensity among people today to share themselves on-line with complete              

strangers-as-friends, presumably feeling safe in the deceptive shadows of cyberspace. 

I also recognize that in today's busy, fast-paced world, many people are more likely to tell their                 

hopes and troubles to bartenders, taxi drivers, hair stylists, and therapists than they are to the                

people who are regularly in their lives. In my opinion, this is a sad commentary on post-modern                 

society for many people seem to have drifted away from true friendships and a sense of                

"community" and are now living very private, even lonely, lives. It's time to resurrect the               

meaning and value of authentic relationships with others. It's time to refocus on and allow               

friendships to flourish in meaningful ways, both in our personal and work lives. "A friend is              

another self," Aristotle also told us. True friendships, which admittedly are a blast from the past,                

are not simply a manifestation of what is being called "social connectivity" in social networking               

parlance. No, true friendships are the key to a flourishing, meaningful life, well-being, and a               

truly-connected society and world. Now would you like to Facebook me? 
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About the Co-Authors: Dr. Alex Pattakos is the author of Prisoners of Our Thoughts (recently           

released in a second, revised and expanded edition) and Dr. Elaine Dundon is author of The             

Seeds of Innovation (www.seedsofinnovation.com). They are co-founders of The OPA Way!®,          

an initiative to help people "live a happy, healthy, meaningful life" inspired by and based on                

Greek culture. They invite you to visit their new Web site and join the "OPA! Village" (it's                 

free!): www.theopaway.com. 
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6. International friendship and their benefits (TOPIC: PHILIA) 

1- INTRODUCTION 

General Introduction: PROJECT EUROPE IN LOVE 

Europe in love is an Erasmus + project that takes place between the 2015-2017              

courses with the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Finland and              

Slovakia). The main thread of the project is Love, a universal value, a concept valid for all                 

countries and places in the world and especially the European Union. 

 

It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special study, an                   

attempt to convey it specifically as the motor of our lives, as the only concept that should prevail                  

if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to survive and be real we must                      

reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century and walk hand in hand as siblings in                   

this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st century be the century of love and we will be able                     

to remain united to progress. And that idea is what we intend to transmit with these didactic                 

units in schools across the continent. We intend to develop a material that can be used by                 

teachers from all countries, of all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all students in Europe. 

 

For their elaboration and programming we have been based on the multiple intelligences of              

Howard Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the students             

must acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the different ministries of              

education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to create activities based on                 

them, that were complete and attractive for students, for different educational levels and             

subjects. 

  

We want to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together and                  

move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 
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But the word Love is unique, although it has many meanings. We have resorted to the cradle of                  

our civilization, to ancient Greece to try to define its typology. They did not have a single word to                   

define this feeling as we have the word Love. They had different words depending on their                

typology. We have chosen six of them, to try to transmit love in all its variety and magnitude:                  

agape or love for our neighbor, eros or passionate love, philautia or self love, pragma or mature                 

love, ludus or flirtation and friendship or friendship. We have dedicated the same number of               

didactic units to each of them. That is the objective of this work, to make available to the entire                   

European educational community, in case it may prove useful, the universal value of love that               

will guide us together towards a better future. 

 

b- Topic introduction: PHILIA 

Philia is friendship, loyalty, fidelity. All human beings need someone to trust, friends to              

share their joys and sorrows, friends who can be counted on to overcome difficulties and enjoy                

and share achievements and progress. It is the lasting basis of the advance of the whole                

community, which is necessary, which we must strengthen and value in its right measure. 

  

Friendship between the member countries and among the students makes us much more             

united. Creating lasting bonds of friendship through the Erasmus + project like this, we have the                

students to consider friends and brothers to the members of other countries, who exchange              

experiences, joys and difficulties. Encouraging friendship between our young people, we are            

convinced that in the future there will be solid links between the new generations that will lead                 

the European Union. It will be our little bit of sand, our contribution to a time in which the                   

European will favour their relations of friendship to their particular interests. 

 

2- WORKING PLAN 

TARGET STUDENTS: 16, Grade 2 

PLACE: classroom  

TIME : 45’ / LESSONS: European Studies 
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  2 lessons 

3- METHODOLOGY 

Cooperative learning groups: / Individual work / pairwork/ groupwork 

Small group leadership activities 

Active Learning methods 

ICT (Information and computer technologies) 

 

4. ACTIVITIES BASED ON MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

 

Learning objectives :  

I. Students will search for and analyze cultural interaction and friendship between people from              

different European countries 

II. Students will learn about the influence of global issues on friendship in European countries 

ACTIVITIES tasks Assessmen
t  

Multiple 
INTELLIGENCES 

SKILLS 

Read and learn stories,    

myths, poetry about friendship    

from other cultures  

 

Learn basic conversation   

used between friends in    

several foreign languages  

 

20% Linguistic-Verbal 

 

 

Information gathering 

 

Using digital resources 

 

Play "Guess the Culture"    10% Logical-Mathemati Mathematical 
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based on artifacts in an     

imaginary time capsule  

 

cal 

Study a culture through its     

visual art--painting and   

sculpture indicating friendship 

 

Make posters for the    

classroom on a culture you     

are studying  

 

 

15% Visual-Spatial Artistic and cultural. 

 

Creative groupwork 

Learn folk dances/dramas of    

a culture being studied  

 

Roleplay scenes between   

friends based on collected    

information from different   

European countries 

 

10% Kinesthetic-Bodily Physical movements 

Roleplaying, physical  

gestures 

Listen to & analyze different     

kinds of music about    

friendship from different   

cultures  

 

5% Musical / Rhythmic Music analysis 

 

Create scenarios of "culture    

shock" experienced with a    

friend from another country    

and analyze for its causes  

 

Conduct a press conference    

15% Interpersonal Information analysis 

 

Questioning skills 
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on the given topic 

 

Try using "awareness" or    

"consciousness raising"  

techniques from other   

cultures  

 

Discuss: "How I'd be different     

if I'd grown up in another      

culture"  

 

10% Intrapersonal Compare and contrast 

Using behaviour charts,   

moral reasoning 

Global concerns -   

environmental protection  

together with a friend from     

another country 

 

Write about global   

environmental issues and   

their effect on human    

relationships 

15% Naturalist /  

Physical  

Researching/reporting 

global concerns 

 

Thinking of ways to    

protect nature and   

friendship 

 

5- SUBJECT(S)  LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

● Engage in discussions about the meaning of friendship in different countries 

● Roleplay scenes with friends in different cultural situations 

● Learn about cases of real friendship between different nationalities 

● Write about the effect of global issues on global friendships 

● Create a project and present it in class 

6- EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT 

● Using new technologies oriented to education correctly. 
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● Self-assessment of students 

Learning objectives can be assessed through quizzes, tests, independently performed          

worksheets, cooperative learning activities, hands-on experiments, oral discussion,       

question-and-answer sessions, or other concrete means. 

 

Assessment rubrics 

 

ACTIVITY X: HEADING TO CRITERIA “Europe in love”   

HMC 1º BACHILLERATO 

 0.  1.   2.  3. 4.  5.  6.   7. 8.  9.  10.  

Presentation of  

stories, myths,  

poetry about  

friendship from  

other cultures  

 

The presentation does not    

meet most of the set     

standards and rules. It is     

not comprehensive, clear   

and does not contain the     

main points. 

The presentation  

meets some of the    

set standards and   

rules. It has some    

clarity, but does not    

give clear  

explanations. 

The presentation  

complies with the set    

standards and rules. It    

is comprehensive with   

clear structure and   

explanations.  

 

Writing about  

global issues and   

their influence on   

human 

relationships 

The minimum contents   

are not present (facts,    

events, causes,  

characteristics and  

consequences.) 

The minimum  

contents required are   

present but not in a     

clear and concise   

manner.  

The minimum contents   

required are present in    

a clear and concise    

manner and have even    

been further expanded. 

 

TOTAL 

(maximum 20  

points) 
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7. MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

http://matteusclement.wix.com/zoewebsite 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friendship 

Lesson plan 1 

Type of love: Philia 

Topic: International friendships and their benefits 

INTRODUCTION (10 minutes) 

Students are given a worksheet with a short blog written by a girl called Vicky. The title of her                   

blog is: Making friends in a foreign country. Ask students to discuss the main points of the blog,                  

they say if they agree with them and add some more ideas (they could be based on personal                  

experience).  

 

DEVELOPMENT (30 minutes) 

Main activities:  

➢ Explain that there are times when students will want to make new friends or become               

friends with someone who is only an acquaintance. Ask for examples of situations when              

that is likely to happen: starting at a new school; having a best friend move away; joining                 

a team or club; going to a party with a new group of people; or feeling like old friends                   

have different interests now. 

 

➢ Write the following phrases on the board, creating two columns: 

YES! Could be friends                NO! Could not be friends 

Students are requested to imagine themselves in a situation with a group of teens their               

age. How do they decide whom they would like to know? How do they decide who could                 

be friends and who could not be friends? Brainstorm what teenagers look for when              

meeting new people, things that help them decide they want to make friends with              
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someone. List their responses under “YES! Could be friends.” Next, brainstorm things            

that tell the teens that they do not want to make friends with someone. Remind the                

group not to say anything that would hurt the feelings of anyone else in the group. List                 

their responses under “NO! Could not be friends.” 

 

➢ Students are divided into small groups of four and given two sheets of newsprint and               

markers to each group. The following instructions are already prepared: 

o As a group, describe two imaginary new foreign students at your school (one male, one               

female) with whom you would be interested in becoming friends. 

o Include what you might look for (such as personal characteristics, background, skills,            

and interests) if you were to make friends with these two people. 

➢ Allow students 10 to 15 minutes to work in groups, and then ask each group to post its                  

descriptions on the walls. 

➢ Have the students move around the room, reading each group’s descriptions. Ask each             

of them to choose the two imaginary students (one male and one female) they would be                

most interested in meeting, based on the descriptions written up by the groups. Then              

ask them to return to their seats. 

➢ Ask volunteers to share their choices and the reasons the imaginary potential friends are              

appealing. 

➢ Make summary comments to help students reflect on their choices 

➢ Conclude the activity using the discussion points below. 

CONCLUSION (15 minutes) 

Discussion Points:  

 

What did you learn about your choice in friends? 

1. What could you talk about when you first meet someone you would like to get to know? 

2. What are the three worst things someone could do when you meet for the first time,                

things that would make you unwilling to be friends? 
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3. How do you let others know you are open to meeting new people and making new                

friends? What would make them think the opposite is true? 

4. How can you help foreign students who are new to your school to feel more welcome                

and comfortable? (Answers include, but are not limited to: introduce yourself and say             

something friendly; invite her/him to join in group activities with your current friends; eat              

lunch with him/her; offer to help explain things that may be confusing, like how the bus                

system works or how a particular teacher gives grades.) 

5. In your circle of friends, are there things that make it difficult for newcomers to be                

accepted? If so, please explain. What would make it easier for teenagers to establish              

friendships within your circle of friends? What could you do to help? Have you ever               

brought a new person into your circle of friends? 

FOLLOW-UP (3 minutes)  

Homework:  

Search the internet for articles/case studies about friendship between people from different            

countries. Write a few sentences on your opinion about the article, as well as your experience (if                 

there is any) with a foreign friend.  
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WORKSHEET 
 

Making friends in a foreign country 
 

Vicky C's blog 

 

 

If you’re lucky enough to travel or live abroad – perhaps as part of an exchange or work                  

experience – in order to get the most out of your stay it’s essential to mix with the locals. This                    

allows you to put your language skills to the test and find out more about the local culture and                   

way of life. Having lived abroad several times, I’ve put together a list of tips based on my own                   

experiences to help you make friends in a foreign country. 

1. First and foremost - say yes to EVERYTHING (within reason). Obviously, if you feel unsafe or                 

uncomfortable in any way DON’T feel obliged to agree to do something. However, don’t be put                

off trying something new or going to somewhere you’ve never been before. You never know,               

the group of students from your class who invite you out for a coffee might end up being your                   

friends for life! I’ll never forget the time I tried fried grasshoppers in the south of Mexico. I can                   

safely say I won’t be eating them again, but it was an interesting experience nonetheless! 

2. Secondly, find a hobby or try something entirely new. Join a dance class (I did this in Spain                   

despite having two left feet), a walking club, a photography class, a gym, or learn to cook the                  

local cuisine – the possibilities really are endless! 

3. Another option is to attend language exchanges or find a buddy to practice with. This allows                 

you to meet a whole lot of people who are also looking to make friends. 

4. Get out of the house! Hours spent in front of Netflix and endless Skype conversations with                 

family and friends back home are a sure-fire way to ensure you feel even more homesick. Make                 

the most of the new and exciting place you live in. Instead of staying shut in your room – go out                     

and explore! 
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5. Lastly - don’t be a wallflower. When you are miles from home, surrounded by people                

speaking an unfamiliar language and immersed in a foreign culture, it may feel incredibly              

difficult to be confident and involve yourself in conversations, especially with large groups of              

people. Nevertheless, try to persevere and make your voice heard. If big groups are              

intimidating, strike up conversations with individual people in order to get to know them better.               

More likely than not, you will find that everyone wants to know everything about you, so take                 

advantage of being a novelty. 

 

WORKSHEET 
 

Making friends in a foreign country 
 

Vicky C's blog 

 

 

If you’re lucky enough to travel or live abroad – perhaps as part of an exchange or work                  

experience – in order to get the most out of your stay it’s essential to mix with the locals. This                    

allows you to put your language skills to the test and find out more about the local culture and                   

way of life. Having lived abroad several times, I’ve put together a list of tips based on my own                   

experiences to help you make friends in a foreign country. 

1. First and foremost - say yes to EVERYTHING (within reason). Obviously, if you feel unsafe or                 

uncomfortable in any way DON’T feel obliged to agree to do something. However, don’t be put                

off trying something new or going to somewhere you’ve never been before. You never know,               

the group of students from your class who invite you out for a coffee might end up being your                   

friends for life! I’ll never forget the time I tried fried grasshoppers in the south of Mexico. I can                   

safely say I won’t be eating them again, but it was an interesting experience nonetheless! 
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2. Secondly, find a hobby or try something entirely new. Join a dance class (I did this in Spain                   

despite having two left feet), a walking club, a photography class, a gym, or learn to cook the                  

local cuisine – the possibilities really are endless! 

3. Another option is to attend language exchanges or find a buddy to practice with. This allows                 

you to meet a whole lot of people who are also looking to make friends. 

4. Get out of the house! Hours spent in front of Netflix and endless Skype conversations with                 

family and friends back home are a sure-fire way to ensure you feel even more homesick. Make                 

the most of the new and exciting place you live in. Instead of staying shut in your room – go out                     

and explore! 

5. Lastly - don’t be a wallflower. When you are miles from home, surrounded by people                

speaking an unfamiliar language and immersed in a foreign culture, it may feel incredibly              

difficult to be confident and involve yourself in conversations, especially with large groups of              

people. Nevertheless, try to persevere and make your voice heard. If big groups are              

intimidating, strike up conversations with individual people in order to get to know them better.               

More likely than not, you will find that everyone wants to know everything about you, so take                 

advantage of being a novelty. 
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7. Practical love/compatibility (TOPIC: PRAGMA) 

 
Lesson plan 1 ( 1 hour 10 minutes) 

Type of love: Pragma 

Topic: Practical love/compatibility 

Introduction 

Learning Objectives: 

Understand the way social networking/dating sites advertise 

To be aware of persuasive techniques in the marketing of this type of media 

To create our own advertising campaign for a European dating site focussing on compatibility 

Pragma love – Real focus on compatibility and practicality 

Dating sites and social networks emphasise this idea of compatibility through the use of              

quizzes, apps etc 

Is this the way forward for dating in the 21st century? 

Introduction 

Students are given a ‘diamond ranking’ activity with qualities (kindness, honesty, compassion            

etc) – in groups they should prioritise these qualities according to what they may look for in a                  

partner  ( 5 minutes) 

Feedback from this should stress the variability of what we look for in the opposite sex – is it                   

important to be compatible? 

Development 

Pupils will devise a ten question quiz that could be used on a dating site app to gauge your                   

compatibility with the opposite sex in a range of areas  (10 minutes) 
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Pupils will chat with a partner to explain their choice of questions – how many were practical?                 

How many emotional?  

(20 mins) Class debate – two sides “Dating sites/Social networking should focus on the              

practical aspect of dating in their marketing” 

Introduce ideas like: Is passion important? A feeling? Argue that you can’t get this from an                

advertisement anyway…Look at examples 

(30 mins) Use ICT facilities to come up with a web advertisement for a dating sight focusing on                  

compatibility as its Unique Selling Point. The site will be advertised across Europe so should               

show this. 

Conclusion ( 10 minutes) 

Pupils will share their completed advert with two of their peers and they will look at the following                  

elements: 

Is the focus of the advert compatibility?  

Is it clear that the site is for a wider audience (Europe)? 

Is the advert persuasive through presentation and content? 

Follow-up 

Pupils, in their groups of three, will present one poster to the class (they can decide by voting                  

for the best one out of the three. The class will discuss the important elements and give                 

feedback.  

M.I. Linguistic, interpersonal, auditory, kinaesthetic 

Skills: problem solving, public speaking 
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8. Eros and Art (TOPIC : EROS) 

1- INTRODUCTION 

a- General Introduction: PROJECT EUROPE IN LOVE 

Europe in love is an Erasmus + project that takes place between the 2015-2017              

courses with the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany, United Kingdom, Italy, Finland and              

Slovakia). The main thread of the project is Love, a universal value, a concept valid for all                 

countries and places in the world and especially the European Union. 

 

It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special study, an                   

attempt to convey it specifically as the motor of our lives, as the only concept that should prevail                  

if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to survive and be real we must                      

reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century and walk hand in hand as siblings in                   

this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st century be the century of love and we will be able                     

to remain united to progress. And that idea is what we intend to transmit with these didactic                 

units in schools across the continent. We intend to develop a material that can be used by                 

teachers from all countries, of all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all students in Europe. 

 

For their elaboration and programming we have been based on the multiple intelligences of              

Howard Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the students             

must acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the different ministries of              

education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to create activities based on                 

them, that were complete and attractive for students, for different educational levels and             

subjects. 

  

We want to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together and                  

move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 

 

But the word Love is unique, although it has many meanings. We have resorted to the cradle of                  

our civilization, to ancient Greece to try to define its typology. They did not have a single word to                   

define this feeling as we have the word Love. They had different words depending on their                
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typology. We have chosen six of them, to try to transmit love in all its variety and magnitude:                  

agape or love for our neighbor, eros or passionate love, philautia or self love, pragma or mature                 

love, ludus or flirtation and friendship or friendship. We have dedicated the same number of               

didactic units to each of them. That is the objective of this work, to make available to the entire                   

European educational community, in case it may prove useful, the universal value of love that               

will guide us together towards a better future. 

b- Topic introduction: EROS 

Eros is irrational love. It is passion and desire, madness, the love that sometimes makes people                

lose control if they let themselves go. It is usually the first phase of love or infatuation, the most                   

obsessive and the most pure and intense. For the passionate love you would be willing to                

perform any feat, anything. Everything is possible for a person in love: to achieve all goals, to                 

fight for any ideal, to cross the limits of the rational. Passion is what has made the world                  

progress. 

  

The European Union needs to be passionate about the idea of unity. And for them, this typology                 

of love is absolutely necessary to try to get us moving forward without losing heart, believing                

with intensity and passion in the idea that together things will go much better. 

 

2- WORKING PLAN 

TARGET STUDENTS : 16, Grade 11 

PLACE: Classroom , Language Lab 

TIME: 60’ each/  English, Art 2 Lessons 

3- METHODOLOGY 

Students work in pairs doing research, using ICT  

Students write a story based on a picture presented by the teacher. 

Students perform a role play and physical activity 
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4. ACTIVITIES BASED ON MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

Learning objectives :  

The students will use their research skills to find out about how Eros is represented in art during                  

the time. The students will analyze some works of art, trying to find out how Eros is represented                  

They will improve their art knowledge and English language. 

ACTIVITIES  Assessment  Multilple 
INTELLIGENCES 

SKILLS 

1. The teacher introduces the    

problem: is Eros   

represented in art? And if     

so in which works can we      

find this representation of    

Eros? Can we find Eros     

also in old paintings or in      

modern photography? The   

teacher informs the   

students about the idea of     

the work. The students will     

work in pairs doing the     

warm up activity. 

 

Er544  

Linguistic-Verbal 

 

 

 

Visual- Spatial 

 

 

 

Interpersonal 

 

 

linguistic communication 

 

 

 

 

2. The students search the     

 Interpersonal 

 

 

Pairwork 

 

Analysing videos and   
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different aspects of Eros    

using the Net and their art      

book. 

Linguistic/Verbal 

 

 

 

photos.  

 

 

3. Reading comprehension. Follow    

up activity: the students    

themselves represent the work of     

art using different material/tools/ (     

photography, video, role play…)  

 

 

Visual-Spatial 

Digital 

 

Reading 

 

 

4. Students analyse the painting     

and imagine the different thoughts     

of the characters in the     

painting/photo and write a short     

story/ dialogue.  

  

 

Visual- spatial 

Interpersonal 

Linguistic/Verbal 

 

 

Discussion about the    

story of some of the     

paintings proposed  

Group discussion 

5. Students watch the video on      

youtube and fill in the gaps and do        

the different  activities 

 

  

Verbal/Linguistic 

Logical 

 

 

 

Language skills 

6. Students choose a picture and      

represent it physically. 

 Bodily 

Kinaesthetic 

 

Physical activity 
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The intelligences involved in this project are Verbal/Linguistic (50%), Bodily Kinaesthetic (20%),            

Interpersonal (20 %), Intrapersonal (10 %) 

 

 

 

5- SUBJECT (S)  LEARNING OBJECTIVES. 

● Get familiar and handle with ease the new technologies. 

● Practice use of presentation tools with ICT. 

● Gather self esteem by taking part in a  performance and presenting information. 

● Practice research on a topic. 

● Practice free speech in a discussion. 

 

 

6- EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT  

Assessment tools: texts, independently performer worksheets, cooperative learning, activities,         

oral discussion, questions and answers.  

● Using new technologies to present results of research. 

● Presenting the results, following a given role. 

 

Assessment rubrics 

 

ACTIVITY X: HEADING TO CRITERIA “Europe in love”   
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 0.  1.   2.  3. 4.  5.  6.   7. 8.  9.  10.  

PRESENTATION  The presentation does   

not meet most of the     

standards. It lacks   

clarity, cleanliness and   

organization.  

The presentation meets   

some of the rules and     

deadlines.  

The presentation complies   

with the rules and    

deadlines and shows clear    

signs of originality. 

 

CONTENTS The minimum contents   

are not present. The    

essay does not include    

all points required.  

The minimum contents   

are present but not in a      

clear and concise   

manner. The analysis   

includes some points set    

in the task. 

All contents required are    

present in a clear and     

concise manner and   

logical sequence. The   

analysis includes all   

points set in the task. 

 

BODY 

PERFORMANCE  

The minimum   

standards are not met  

The performance is   

incomplete or partially   

wrong. 

All the required tasks of     

the project are completed. 

 

TOTAL 

(maximum 

30 points) 

  

 

 

 

7. MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

The students can search the web, but they should only get their information from              
reliable sources, including their own art books.  
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Lesson plan 1 

Type of love: Eros 

Topic: Eros and Art 

INTRODUCTION (10 min.) 

Warm- up: The teacher introduces the problem: is Eros represented in art? And if so in which                 

works can we find this representation of Eros? Can we find Eros also in old paintings or in                  

modern photography? Class discussion. 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

Main activities: (40 minutes)   (power point presentation) 

The teacher show the  slides to elicit words and feelings (slides 1-4)  

➢ Watch a video (slides 5-6) 

➢ Reading: reading comprehension activity : short story about falling in love  

Fill–in exercise  

➢ Analysing two paintings representing a kiss - Students have to carry out the             

activities based on the pictures: answer the questions, fill-in  (power point slides 7-10) 

➢ Writing : students, in pairs, write down a short story based on the images of the kiss. 

 

CONCLUSION (10 minutes) 

➢ class discussion – Students read some of the stories aloud and discuss about them. 
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Lesson plan 2 

Type of love: Eros  

Topic: Eros  and art 

INTRODUCTION (10 min.) 

The teacher shows students a famous photo of a kiss (power point slide 12) and ask to guess                  

the place, the people and the time when it was taken. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Main activities: (40 minutes)  

➢ Reading : students read the story about the photo (power point, slides 13-14) and              
answer the questions  
➢ Performing - Students have to choose the image of a photo or of a painting and then                 

have to  strike a pose similar to that one 

 

CONCLUSION (10 minutes) 

➢ class discussion – Students discuss  and express opinions about the performances  

 

 

Eros and art presentation 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Xbu955_2jCp1NPAIs8miAePQ_lpFLWns1m5E_Y8GX

QU/edit?usp=sharing 
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9. Eros and clothes (TOPIC: EROS) 

1- INTRODUCTION 

a- General Introduction: PROJECT EUROPE IN LOVE 

Europe in love is an Erasmus + project that takes place between the 2015-2017              

courses with the association of 6 countries (Spain, Germany, United Kingdom,           

Italy, Finland and Slovakia). The main thread of the project is Love, a universal value, a concept                 

valid for all countries and places in the world and especially the European Union. 

 

It is a transversal theme in education but so far it has not been dedicated a special study, an                   

attempt to convey it specifically as the motor of our lives, as the only concept that should prevail                  

if we want Europe to remain a unit. If we want the idea of Europe to survive and be real we must                      

reject the hatred that gave us birth in the twentieth century and walk hand in hand as siblings in                   

this 21st century in which we live. Let the 21st century be the century of love and we will be able                     

to remain united to progress. And that idea is what we intend to transmit with these didactic                 

units in schools across the continent. We intend to develop a material that can be used by                 

teachers from all countries, of all ages, to convey this idea of unity to all students in Europe. 

 

For their elaboration and programming we have been based on the multiple intelligences of              

Howard Gardner and their application to the basic educational competences that the students             

must acquire, as the European educational laws indicate us through the different ministries of              

education of all the partner countries in this project. Our aim was to create activities based on                 

them, that were complete and attractive for students, for different educational levels and             

subjects. 

  

We want to teach the students of the European Union to love each other to stay together and                  

move towards a better future. If there is no love, nothing will work. 

 

But the word Love is unique, although it has many meanings. We have resorted to the cradle of                  

our civilization, to ancient Greece to try to define its typology. They did not have a single word to                   
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define this feeling as we have the word Love. They had different words depending on their                

typology. We have chosen six of them, to try to transmit love in all its variety and magnitude:                  

agape or love for our neighbor, eros or passionate love, philautia or self love, pragma or mature                 

love, ludus or flirtation and friendship or friendship. We have dedicated the same number of               

didactic units to each of them. That is the objective of this work, to make available to the entire                   

European educational community, in case it may prove useful, the universal value of love that               

will guide us together towards a better future. 

 

b- Topic introduction: EROS 

Eros is irrational love. It is passion and desire, madness, the love that sometimes makes people                

lose control if they let themselves go. It is usually the first phase of love or infatuation, the most                   

obsessive and the most pure and intense. For the passionate love you would be willing to                

perform any feat, anything. Everything is possible for a person in love: to achieve all goals, to                 

fight for any ideal, to cross the limits of the rational. Passion is what has made the world                  

progress. 

  

The European Union needs to be passionate about the idea of unity. And for them, this typology                 

of love is absolutely necessary to try to get us moving forward without losing heart, believing                

with intensity and passion in the idea that together things will go much better. 
 

2- WORKING PLAN 

 

TARGET STUDENTS: 17, grade 11 

PLACE:  ICT room, art classroom, classroom. 

TIME : 60’ / LESSONS: 5 

 

3- METHODOLOGY 
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Students work in pairs doing research, using ICT  

Students prepare a presentation of the different clothes used in different historical periods. 

Students perform a role play and physical activity 

 

4. ACTIVITIES BASED ON MULTIPLE INTELLIGENCES 

 

Learning objectives :  

I.The students will use their research skills to find out about how Eros influences the way                

people dress in different periods of history. Students have to compare the changes of              

clothes during the time. The students will invent a clothes collection and create it using their                

own imagination in choosing the materials and then they will organize a mock “défilé”,              

preparing all the aspects of an event. Students will think about the importance of              

clothes/image in our society. They will compare different ways of dressing in different             

cultures, trying to study and understand different cultures and their customs and traditions. 

ACTIVITIES tasks Assessmen
t  

Multilple 
INTELLIGENCE
S 

SKILLS 

1. The teacher introduces the problem:     

according to the students, during the      

different time of our history (European      

history) has the relation between     

clothes and Eros changed? How do      

they think this happened? The     

teacher informs the students about     

the idea for the work. 

To be able to lead a discussion on the         

subject, they will have to do a       

research, working in pairs, on clothes      

e  

Linguistic-Verbal 

 

 

 

Visual- Spatial 

 

 

linguistic 

communication 
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and Eros during the times.   

 

Interpersonal 

Intrapersonal 

 

 

 

2. The students will invent a clothes       

collection and will create it using their       

own imagination in choosing the     

materials, the colors, the models. 

 Interpersonal 

Intrapersonal 

Kinesthetic-Bodily 

 

 

Working in  

small groups 

 

Inventing and  

creating 

clothes 

 

 

3. The students will organize a “fashion show”        

thinking in preparing all the different aspects       

of an event (invitations, schedule, timetable,      

newspapers articles…)  

 

 

 

Kinesthetic-Bodily 

Visual-Spatial 

Digital 

 

Organizing a  

Défilé 

 

 

4. Students will think about the importance of        

clothes/image in our society. Students will      

compare different ways of dressing in      

different cultures trying to study and      

understand different cultures and their     

customs and traditions and their idea of Eros. 

  

 

Interpersonal 

Linguistic/Verbal 

 

 

Group 

discussion  in  

Reflecting on  

why clothes  

are so different   

according to  

different 
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cultures  

 

  

 

The intelligences involved in this project are Verbal/Linguistic (40%), Bodily Kinesthetic (30%),            

Interpersonal (20 %), Intrapersonal (10 %) 

 

 

5- SUBJECT (S)  LEARNING OBJECTIVES. 

● Get familiar and handle with ease the new technologies. 

● Practice use of presentation tools with ICT. 

● Gather self esteem by taking part in a roleplay and creation. 

● Practice free speech in a discussion. 

 

6- EVALUATION / ASSESSMENT  

● Using new technologies to present results of research. 

● Presenting the results, following a given role. 

● Cooperative learning activities 

● Oral discussions and critical abilities 

 
Assessment rubrics 

 

ACTIVITY X: HEADING TO CRITERIA “Europe in love”   
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 0.  1.   2.  3. 4.  5.  6.   7. 8.  9.  10.  

Oral presentation - research    

work in pairs about clothes and      

Eros during the times.    

Students have to compare the     

changes of clothes in Europe     

during the time. 

The presentation  

does not meet   

most of the   

standards. It lacks   

clarity, cleanliness  

and organization.  

The presentation  

meets some of the    

rules and deadlines.  

The presentation  

complies with the   

rules and deadlines   

and shows clear   

signs of originality. 

 

Students will think about the     

importance of clothes/image in    

our society. Students will    

compare different types of    

dressing in different cultures    

trying to study and understand     

different cultures and their    

customs and traditions and    

their idea of Eros. 

The minimum  

contents are not   

present. The work   

does not include all    

points required.  

The minimum  

contents are  

present but not in a     

clear and concise   

manner. The  

analysis includes  

some points set in    

the task. 

All contents required   

are present in a clear     

and concise manner   

and logical  

sequence. The  

analysis includes all   

points set in the task. 

 

Project based on a product     

created by students The    

students will invent a clothes     

collection and will realize it     

using their own fantasy in     

choosing the materials, the    

colors, the models. 

The project does    

not include any of    

the tasks required.  

The project includes   

some of the tasks. 

All the required tasks    

of the project are    

completed. 

 

TOTAL (maximum 

30 points) 
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7. MATERIALS AND RESOURCES 

The students search the web, but they should only get their information from             
reliable sources. They will use also materials to create clothes for a fashion show. 

 

 

Lesson plan 1 

Type of love: Eros 

Topic: Eros and clothes 

INTRODUCTION (10 min.) 

1. Warm- up: The teacher introduces the subject: according to the students, during the             

different times of our history (European history) has the relation between clothes and             

Eros changed? How do you think this happened? The teacher informs the students             

about the idea of the work. 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

Main activities: (40 minutes)  

➢ internet search/groupwork – To be able to lead a discussion on the subject, they will               

have to do research work in pairs about clothes and Eros during the times.  

 

➢ analysis - In small groups ( max. 3 students) they analyze the images of clothes during                

the times.  Students  have to compare  the changes in clothes in Europe during the time. 

 

CONCLUSION (10 minutes) 

➢ class discussion – Each group presents its considerations concerning the topic while            

showing the material found on the net. 
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FOLLOW-UP  

Homework: Group project – Students are divided in groups. They will work at home to choose                

what different pieces of clothes they will make for different occasions ( the clothes will be made                 

of papier maché)  

 

 

 

 

 UNIT 3 -  EROS AND CLOTHES 

Lesson plan 1 

Type of love: Eros 

Topic: Eros and clothes 

INTRODUCTION (10 min.) 

1. Warm- up: The teacher introduces the subject: according to the students, during the             

different times of our history (European history) has the relation between clothes and             

Eros changed? How do you think this happened? The teacher informs the students             

about the idea of the work. 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

Main activities: (40 minutes)  

➢ internet search/groupwork – To be able to lead a discussion on the subject, they will               

have to do research work in pairs about clothes and Eros during the times.  

 

➢ analysis - In small groups ( max. 3 students) they analyze the images of clothes during                

the times.  Students  have to compare  the changes in clothes in Europe during the time. 
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CONCLUSION (10 minutes) 

➢ class discussion – Each group presents its considerations concerning the topic while            

showing the material found on the net. 

FOLLOW-UP  

Homework: Group project – Students are divided in groups. They will work at home to choose                

what different pieces of clothes they will make for different occasions ( the clothes will be made                 

of papier maché)  
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Lesson plan 3 

Type of love: Eros 

Topic: Eros and clothes 

INTRODUCTION (15 min.) 

1. Warm- up: Students will think about the importance of clothes/image in our society.             

Students will compare different ways of dressing in different cultures trying to study and              

understand different cultures and their customs and traditions and their idea of Eros. 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

Main activities: (40 minutes)  

➢ internet search/groupwork – To be able to lead a discussion on the subject, working in               

pairs, they will have to do a research about clothes in different parts of the world  

 

➢ analysis - Students, in small groups fill in the form given by the teacher in order to                 

understand why clothes are so different according to different cultures and situations of             

life ( a job interview, going out with friends, belonging to a group, a date, formal                

situations, religious places…)  

 

➢ CONCLUSION (10 minutes) 

 

➢ class discussion – Students compare the results of their forms.  
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2.4 Other non-formal activities 

Also during mobilities and visits to cultural and heritage sites to know the culture and traditions                

of all countries we visited have been one of our fundamental premises when organizing. We had                

the chance to visit major museums, parliaments, public spaces, libraries, or educational            

institutions as it can be seen as well in our photographs and videos which are available at:                 

http://www.pjoeurope.com  
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3- CONCLUSION AND EVALUATION ERASMUS +  
 

     "Europe in Love", a bet for another Europe 

 

 

In this time of crisis in which thousands of refugees pressure on the borders of European                

countries looking for hope, it is found once again that the construction of Europe, seen from the                 

techno-bureaucracy , is doomed to failure. This view leads us every day to dead ends,               

discouragement and despair. We need to return to the values of the dreamed European project.               

They glimpsed an area of freedom and shared solidarity. A territory of peace and brotherhood               

among different peoples, who wanted to walk together in the same direction. And a foster home                

for so many men and women victims of our own history of wars between brothers which could                 

only be achieved from the most genuine manifestation of man's heart, love. Relationships             

based on love and respect can be a revolution for the construction of a Europe united in                 

diversity. Without that some intelligent love innocence, we run the risk of building a cold and                

distant Europe, an unacceptable Europe , as we are seeing every day, unable to move and                

commit to standing up for others. 

 

The encounter with the others, different, considering their uniqueness and wealth, empowers us             

to activate a creative imagination that allows us to daydream in a Europe with heart, able to love                  

its citizens. This is the challenge presented by the Patronato de la Juventud Obrera of Valencia                

(PJO) Erasmus + program.  

 

The Patronato de la Juventud Obrera of Valencia began its official journey on 2 February 1883.                

Gregorio Gea i Miquel (Mislata Valencia 1831- 1886), founder of PJO, linked to Catholic              

movements, took years trying to respond to the new working reality . At 33, Gea put his family                  

home, in Beneficencia street (Valencia), along with his wife and six children and installed also               

his woodshop, which would serve as hostel for poor seminarians, and there germinated the              

seed which in few years would become the Patronato de la Juventud Obrera (PJO). Throughout               

1880 every Sunday he accommodated groups of young workers, to give them catechism. Soon              
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they became a hundred and gathered in the River Turia. Being so many already he decided to                 

look for continuity for the future. With the help of the Royal Economic Society of Friends of the                  

Country (RSEAP), he searched for premises. The prelate in 1884 approved the statutes of the               

new society and few days later the official presentation of the PJO took place in the auditorium                 

of the University of Valencia , in which Gregorio Gea held the presidency of the Board. After                 

some temporary facilities in 1895, they moved to a palace on the Portal de Valldigna street ,                 

PJO Schools. 

 

 

On 15 October 1901 the PJO, asked the Jesuits to collaborate in the work of the PJO. Father                  

Narciso Baste, who knew the movements of "social Catholicism" which had been launched in              

some European countries since the mid-11th century, joined the management and was able to              

apply all contributions in youth and labor camp which were being carried to practice by the                

Catholic church across Europe. He also created the first regulated PJO Schools. Until then              
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there had been only night or Sunday classes for workers but in 1905 the Schools of the                 

Immaculate Conception were born . Father Basté was assassinated in 1936. With the Civil War               

PJO was seized, and it had no activity again until 1943 when P. Aguiló, also a Jesuit, took over                   

the leadership for a few years until 1968. The school then moved its headquarters to               

Benimaclet (Valencia) and in October 1979 the social life of PJO moved there as well from                

Landerer street . PJO today is to respond to the new demands of society, always with the initial                  

idea of its founder Gregorio Gea. In this brief history of PJO we can guess that Europe has                  

been an inspiration from its roots. 

 

The Patronato de la Juventud Obrera Foundation, through its School Sagrada Familia in             

Benimaclet (Valencia), was selected with its educational project Erasmus + "Europe in Love"             

among more than two hundred companies nationwide. It is the only half private center              

(concertado) throughout Spain which has been selected. 

 

In fierce competition with prestigious organizations such as universities, Autonomous          

Organisations and private institutions, Patronato de la Juventud Obrera(PJO) coordinated one           

of the eighteen selected and funded collaborative projects with European funds within the             

Erasmus + program. It was mainly a multimedia project in collaboration with five other countries               

which was prepared by by the students during the twenty-four months it lasted in order to learn                 

more about Europe and to build a deeper understanding of European citizenship spirit. The              

most impressive final result of the project, a short film , was released in April 2017. 

 

Under the coordination of PJO  five European centers participated  in the project: 

• Gesamtschule An der Erft (Neuss, Germany) 

• Myllyharjun Lukio (Loviisa, Finland) 

• Liceo Classico Statale Giulio Perticari (Senigallia, Italy ) 

• Carrickfergus College (Belfast, UK) 

• ZS to Gymnázium s FMV (Bratislava, Slovakia) 
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Taking the "love" as thread, over twenty-four months the students and teachers have carried              

out, within their curricula and organized into teaching units, a work of collection and              

dissemination of media materials in English and / or in different languages from participating              

countries, using English as language of communication. The virtual contact between them has             

been usual but they have also had the opportunity to meet, thanks to the various exchanges                

that have taken place during the work period. 

 

The opportunity to coordinate this project has enabled us to be involved, even more if possible,                

in multilingualism, international cooperation and our European vocation as open centre to new             

learning technologies and knowledge. It has also enabled our students, working with students             

from five European countries, to deepen in love for this common space called Europe, where               

there is more that unites us than divides us.  
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The fundamental objective of "Europe in Love" was to emphasize the idea of a united Europe in                 

which we all feel brothers, equal, participatory, generous and caring. We must know its roots,               

models, expressions, shapes, essences ... Maybe thus we discover that the only thing which              

can unite Europeans, the only guide and hope of the people will be true love, giving without                 

expecting anything in return.  
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4- RESOURCES AND WEB LINKS 

 

 

1. Web project: http://www.pjoeurope.com 

2. Europe In Love Short https://youtu.be/KrM-4YiVmYc 

3. Europe In Love Short premiere: presentation  https://youtu.be / eiilfU9mLG4 

4. Video presentation of Spanish students https://youtu.be/aXegOZzvslU 

5. Mannequin Challenge  made in Belfast https://youtu.be/dRFF2N2kELw 

6. Patromagazine 1 https: // youtu .be / aoySH7uXShE 

7. Patromagazine 2 https://youtu.be/THSxDsX9sZY 

8. Erasmus + Visit  Valencia City https://youtu.be/IEG-AzPqyYw 
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9. Erasmus + project presentation  https://youtu.be/tWJLCQwXnZM 
10. Europe in Love in  Bologna https://youtu.be/kR8M0RVO--4  

11. Europe in Love in Italy  https://youtu.be/43yzyyZkSBs  

12. Erasmus + teachers visit in November 2015 https://youtu.be/5IQ0SCNc-Oc 

13. Europe Day 2015 https://youtu.be/Ry3UkBWcGpA 

14. Radio programs audio podcasts related to the project: 

a. Europe in Love Valencia  in CVradio 94.5 https://www.ivoox.com/ 11911494 

b. Europe in Love in MediteRadio 101.9Valencia  https://www.ivoox.com/18388798 

c. Etwinning Project Valencia CVRadio 94.5 fm https://www.ivoox.com/13684866 

d. Radio interview about the project in COPE Valencia: https: //www.ivoox. com  

e. Radio interview in Bratislava: 

https://patria.rtvs.sk/clanky/iskolataska-brasna/129616/megelne-e-a-finn-oktatasi-modell-szlova

kiaban  

15. TV Interview in Mediterraneo TV  https://youtu.be/NllK57GxqzM 

16. Europe in Love in press  

a. Press in Valencia Diario Levante 

https://twitter.com/ColeSF_Patro/status/862227190171271168?s=04 

b. Press in Senigallia 

http://www.viveresenigallia.it/2017/03/20/alunni-della-5d-economico-sociale-del-liceo-classico-in

-finlandia-grazie-al-progetto-europeo-erasmus-plus/631587/ 

https://www.pressreader.com/italy/corriere-adriatico-ancona/20160311/282449938126931 

c.  Press in Bratislava: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxvMod6JN5-VVUJPby1scThna0phRllCNnJDUk15a3hzN3Z

j 

d.  Press in Neuss: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B14U5bRIwcalYmNBZDljZkQ3ZGM 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B14U5bRIwcalQl9nUXdJcEp6S0E 

e.  Press in Carrickfergus: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxvMod6JN5-VYXNMeHh4LWdzclFVRkI0cEcxLXBxM05HO

FZv 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxvMod6JN5-VNmIzYl81cmtfc1FCQXlic05OWktiTzNxLWNj 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxvMod6JN5-VYk9qTUlXV1V3eDRKUEktOFhZTWNBdWsx

RjdJ 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0BxvMod6JN5-Va3NIRTZYNmFmR0UtRGtFRkRxVGkxNFE3

enM4 

 

17. Blog APPROACHING CLASSROOMS Collaborative teachers: 

a. Europe in Love I 

http://acercandoaulas.blogspot.com.es/2016/06/proyecto-etwinning-y-erasmus-europe-in.html 

b. Europe in Love II 

http://acercandoaulas.blogspot.com.es/2016/11/ europe-in-love-ii-development-del.html 

c. Europe in Love III 

http://acercandoaulas.blogspot.com.es/2017/05/europe-in-love-iii-resultados-del.html?spref=tw 

18. all entries posted on the web  

www.fundacionpjo.es http://www.fundacionpjo.es/europe-in-love/ 

a.  

19. Blog The Magic of History entries related to Erasmus + project  

a. http://socials-pjo.blogspot.com.es/search?q=erasmus % 2B 

b. http://socials-pjo.blogspot.com.es/2016/11/proyectos-etwinning-en-cv-radio-valencia.htm

l http://socials-pjo.blogspot.com.es/2016/03 

c. /erasmus-europe-in-love-primer-viaje.html 

d. http://socials-pjo.blogspot.com.es/2017/03/erasmus-last-trip-europe-in-love.html 

e. http: // socials 

f. -pjo.blogspot.com.es/2016/04/erasmus-europe-in-love-segundo-viaje.html 

http://socials-pjo.blogspot.com.es/2016/03/erasmus-europe-in-love-first-travel-del.html 

g. http://socials-pjo.blogspot.com.es/2016/02/2n-bat-union-europea-colabora-con.html 

h. http: //socials-pjo.blogspot. 

i. com.es/2017/03/erasmus-europe-in-love-se-acabo-el.html 

http://socials-pjo.blogspot.com.es/2016/06/europe-in-love-en-la-radio.html 
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